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ABSTRACT. We study two methods for computing network features with topological underpinnings: the Rips
and Dowker persistent homology diagrams. Our formulations work for general networks, which may be asym-
metric and may have any real number as an edge weight. We study the sensitivity of Dowker persistence
diagrams to asymmetry via numerous theoretical examples, including a family of highly asymmetric cycle net-
works that have interesting connections to the existing literature. In particular, we characterize the Dowker
persistence diagrams arising from asymmetric cycle networks. We investigate the stability properties of both
the Dowker and Rips persistence diagrams, and use these observations to run a classification task on a dataset
comprising simulated hippocampal networks. Our theoretical and experimental results suggest that Dowker
persistence diagrams are particularly suitable for studying asymmetric networks. As a stepping stone for our
constructions, we prove a functorial generalization of a theorem of Dowker, after whom our constructions are
named.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Networks are used throughout the sciences for representing the complex relations that exist between the
objects of a dataset [New03, EK10]. Network data arises from applications in social science [KNT10,
EK10], commerce and economy [EGJ14, EK10, AOTS15], neuroscience [Spo11, Spo12, SK04, RS10,
Pes14], biology [BO04, HRS10], and defence [Mas14], to name a few sources. Networks are often di-
rected, in the sense that weights attached to edges do not satisfy any symmetry property, and this asymmetry
often precludes the applicability of many standard methods for data analysis.
Network analysis problems come in a wide range of flavors. One problem is in exploratory data analysis:
given a network representing a dataset of societal, economic, or scientific value, the goal is to obtain insights
that are meaningful to the interested party and can help uncover interesting phenomena. Another problem is
network classification: given a “bag" of networks representing multiple instances of different phenomena,
one wants to obtain a clustering which groups the networks together according to the different phenomena
they represent.
Because networks are often too complex to deal with directly, one typically extracts certain invariants of
networks, and infers structural properties of the networks from properties of these invariants. While there are
numerous such network invariants in the existing literature, there is growing interest in adopting a particular
invariant arising from persistent homology [Fro92, Rob99, ELZ02, ZC05], known as a persistence diagram,
to the setting of networks. Persistence diagrams are used in the context of finite metric space or point cloud
data to pick out features of significance while rejecting random noise [ELZ02, Car09]. Since a network on
n nodes is regarded, in the most general setting, as an n ˆ n matrix of real numbers, i.e. as a generalized
metric space, it is conceivable that one should be able to describe persistence diagrams for networks as well.
The motivation for computing persistence diagrams of networks is at least two-fold: (1) comparing per-
sistence diagrams has been shown to be a viable method for shape matching applications [Fro92, FL99,
CZCG04, CSEH07, CZCG05, CCSG`09b], analogous to the network classification problem described
above, and (2) persistence diagrams have been successfully applied to feature detection, e.g. in detecting the
structure of protein molecules (see [KPT07, XW14] and [ELZ02, §6]) and solid materials (see [HNH`16])
and might thus be a useful tool for exploratory analysis of network datasets.
We point the reader to [Ghr08, EH08, Car09, CDS10, Wei11, BD13, DFW14] for surveys of persistent
homology and its applications, and some recent extensions.
Some extant approaches that obtain persistence diagrams from networks assume that the underlying net-
work data actually satisfies metric properties [LCK`11, KKC`14]. A more general approach for obtaining
persistence diagrams from networks is followed in [HMR09, CH13, GPCI15, PSDV13], albeit with the
restriction that the input data sets are required to be symmetric matrices.
Our chief goal is to devise notions of persistent homology that are directly applicable to asymmetric net-
works in the most general sense, and are furthermore capable of absorbing structural information contained
in the asymmetry.
1.1. Contributions and an overview of our approach. In this paper, we study two types of persistence
diagrams: the Rips and Dowker diagrams. We define both invariants in the setting of asymmetric networks
with real-valued weights, without assuming any metric properties at all (not symmetry and not even that
the matrix representing the networks weights vanishes on the diagonal). As a key step in defining the
Dowker persistence diagram, we first define two dual constructions, each of which can be referred to as
a Dowker persistence diagram, and then prove a functorial Dowker theorem which implies that these two
possible diagrams are equivalent. Following the line of work in [CCSG`09b], where stability of Rips
persistence diagrams arising from finite metric spaces was first established, we formulate similar stability
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FIGURE 1. A schematic of some of the objects studied in this paper. N is the collection of all
weighted, directed networks (i.e. digraphs with possibly asymmetric real weights). F is the col-
lection of filtered simplicial complexes. Dgm is the collection of persistence diagrams. We study
the Rips (R) and Dowker (Dsi,Dso) filtrations, each of which takes a network as input and pro-
duces a filtered simplicial complex. s and t denote the network transformations of symmetrization
(replacing a pair of weights between two nodes by the maximum weight) and transposition (swap-
ping the weights between pairs of nodes). R is insensitive to both s and t. But Dsi ˝ t “ Dso,
Dso ˝ t “ Dsi, and in general, Dsi and Dso are not invariant under t (Theorem 43).
results for the Rips and Dowker persistence diagrams of a network. Through various examples, in particular
a family of cycle networks, we espouse the idea that Dowker persistence diagrams are more appropriate than
Rips persistence diagrams for studying asymmetric networks. We test our methods by solving a network
classification problem on a database of simulated hippocampal networks.
The first step in constructing a persistence diagram from a network is to construct a nested sequence
of simplicial complexes, i.e. a simplicial filtration, which, in our work, will be the Rips or Dowker filtra-
tions associated to a network. Rips and Dowker simplicial complexes and their associated filtrations are
classically defined for metric spaces [DSC04, Ghr14], and the generalization to networks that we use is a
natural extension of the metric versions. After producing the simplicial filtrations, the standard framework
of persistent homology takes over, and we obtain the Rips or Dowker persistence diagrams.
Practitioners of persistent homology might recall that there are two Dowker complexes [Ghr14, p. 73],
which we describe as the source and sink Dowker complexes. A subtle point to note here is that each of
these Dowker complexes can be used to construct a persistence diagram. A folklore result in the literature
about persistent homology of metric spaces, known as Dowker duality, is that the two persistence diagrams
arising this way are equal [CDSO14, Remark 4.8]. In this paper we prove a stronger result—a functorial
Dowker theorem—from which the duality follows easily. Furthermore, the context of this result is strictly
more general than that of metric spaces (see below for a more thorough description of the functorial version
of Dowker’s theorem).
Providing a construction of Rips and Dowker persistence diagrams is not enough: in order for these in-
variants to be useful in practice, one must verify that the diagrams are stable. In this context, stability means
the following: the dissimilarity between two Rips (resp. Dowker) persistence diagrams obtained from two
networks should be bounded above by a function of the dissimilarity between the two networks. To our
knowledge, stability is not addressed in the existing literature on producing persistence diagrams from net-
works. In our work, we provide stability results for both the Rips and Dowker persistence diagrams (Propo-
sitions 12 and 15). One key ingredient in our proof of this result is a notion of network distance that follows
previous work in [CMRS14, CM15, CM16a]. This network distance is analogous to the Gromov-Hausdorff
distance between metric spaces, which has previously been used to prove stability results for hierarchical
clustering [CM08, CM10] and Rips persistence diagrams obtained from finite metric spaces [CCSG`09b,
Theorem 3.1]. The Gromov-Hausdorff distance was later used in conjunction with the Algebraic Stability
Theorem of [CCSG`09a] to provide alternative proofs of stability results for Rips and Dowker persistence
diagrams arising from metric spaces [CDSO14]. Our proofs also involve this Algebraic Stability Theorem,
but the novelty of our approach lies in a reformulation of the network distance (Proposition 9) that yields
direct maps between two networks, thus passing naturally into the machinery of the Algebraic Stability
Theorem (without having to define auxiliary constructions such as multivalued maps, as in [CDSO14]).
4 PERSISTENT HOMOLOGY OF ASYMMETRIC NETWORKS
A crucial issue that we point out in this paper is that even though we can construct both Rips and Dowker
persistence diagrams out of asymmetric networks, Rips persistence diagrams appear to be blind to asym-
metry, whereas Dowker persistence diagrams do exhibit sensitivity to asymmetry. In the case of Rips com-
plexes, this purported insensitivity to asymmetry can be immediately seen from its definition. In the case
of Dowker complexes, we argue about its sensitivity to asymmetry in two different ways. Firstly, we do
so by explicitly computing Dowker persistence diagrams of multiple examples of asymmetric networks.
In particular, we consider a family of highly asymmetric networks, the cycle networks, and by bulding
upon results from [AA15, AAF`16] we prove a complete characterization result for the Dowker persistence
diagrams—across all dimensions—of any network belonging to this family. These networks constitute di-
rected analogues of circles and may be motifs of interest in different applications related to network data
analysis. More specifically, appearance of nontrivial 1-dimensional persistence in the Dowker persistence
diagram of asymmetric network data may suggest the presence of directed cycles in the data.
Some of our experimental results suggest that the Rips persistence diagrams of this family of networks
are pathological, in the sense that they do not represent the signatures one would expect from the underlying
dataset, which is a directed circle. Dowker persistence diagrams, on the other hand, are well-behaved in this
respect in that they succeed at capturing relevant features. Secondly, we study the degree to which Dowker
persistence diagrams are insensitive to changes (such as edge flips, or transposition) in the network structure.
An overview of this thread of work is provided in Figure 1.
Dowker’s theorem and a functorial generalization. Let X,Y be two totally ordered sets, and let R Ď
X ˆ Y be a nonempty relation. Then one can define two simplicial complexes ER and FR as follows. A
finite subset σ Ď X belongs to ER whenever there exists y P Y such that px, yq P R for each x P σ.
Similarly a finite subset τ Ď Y belongs to FR whenever there exists x P X such that px, yq P R for each
y P τ . These constructions can be traced back to [Dow52], who proved the following result that we refer to
as Dowker’s theorem:
Theorem 1 (Dowker’s theorem; Theorem 1a, [Dow52]). Let X,Y be two totally ordered sets, let R Ď
X ˆ Y be a nonempty relation, and let ER, FR be as above. Then for each k P Z`,
HkpERq – HkpFRq.
There is also a strong form of Dowker’s theorem that Björner proves via the classical nerve theorem
[Bjö95, Theorems 10.6, 10.9]:
Theorem 2 (The strong form of Dowker’s theorem; Theorem 10.9, [Bjö95]). Under the assumptions of
Theorem 1, we in fact have |ER| » |FR|.
The Functorial Dowker Theorem is the following generalization of the strong form of Dowker’s theorem:
instead of a single nonempty relationR Ď XˆY , consider any pair of nested, nonempty relationsR Ď R1 Ď
X ˆ Y . Then there exist homotopy equivalences between the geometric realizations of the corresponding
complexes that commute with the canonical inclusions, up to homotopy. We formalize this statement below.
Theorem 3 (The Functorial Dowker Theorem (FDT)). Let X,Y be two totally ordered sets, let R Ď R1 Ď
XˆY be two nonempty relations, and let ER, FR, ER1 , FR1 be their associated simplicial complexes. Then
there exist homotopy equivalences Γ|ER| : |FR| Ñ |ER| and Γ|ER1 | : |FR1 | Ñ |ER1 | such that the following
diagram commutes up to homotopy:
|FR| |FR1 |
|ER| |ER1 |
|ιE |
|ιF |
Γ|ER| » Γ|ER1 |»
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In other words, we have |ιF | ˝ Γ|ER| » Γ|ER1 | ˝ |ιE |, where ιE , ιF are the canonical inclusions.
From Theorem 3 we automatically obtain Theorem 2 (the strong form of Dowker’s theorem) as an imme-
diate corollary. The strong form does not appear in Dowker’s original paper [Dow52], but Björner has given
a proof using the nerve theorem [Bjö95, Theorems 10.6, 10.9]. Moreover, Björner writes in a remark follow-
ing [Bjö95, Theorem 10.9] that the nerve theorem and the strong form of Dowker’s theorem are equivalent,
in the sense that one implies the other. We were not able to find an elementary proof of the strong form of
Dowker’s theorem in the existing literature. However, such an elementary proof is provided by our proof
of Theorem 3 (given in Section 5.1), which we obtained by extending ideas in Dowker’s original proof of
Theorem 1.1
Whereas the Functorial Dowker Theorem and our elementary proof are of independent interest, it has
been suggested in [CDSO14, Remark 4.8] that such a functorial version of Dowker’s theorem could also be
proved using a functorial nerve theorem [CO08, Lemma 3.4]. Despite being an interesting possibility, we
were not able to find a detailed proof of this claim in the literature. In addition, Björner’s remark regarding
the equivalence between the nerve theorem and the strong form of Dowker’s theorem suggests the following
question:
Question 1. Are the Functorial Nerve Theorem (FNT) of [CO08] and the Functorial Dowker Theorem
(FDT, Theorem 3) equivalent?
This question is of fundamental importance because the Nerve Theorem is a crucial tool in the applied
topology literature and its functorial generalizations are equally important in persistent homology. In gen-
eral, the answer is no, and moreover, one (of the FNT and FDT) is not stronger than the other. The FNT
of [CO08] is stated for paracompact spaces, which are more general than the simplicial complexes of the
FDT. However, the FNT of [CO08] is stated for spaces with finitely-indexed covers, so the associated nerve
complexes are necessarily finite. All the complexes involved in the statement of the FDT are allowed to be
infinite, so the FDT is more general than the FNT in this sense.
To clarify these connections, we formulate a simplicial Functorial Nerve Theorem (Theorem 26) and
prove it via a finite formulation of the FDT (Theorem 24). In turn, we show that the simplicial FNT implies
the finite FDT, thus proving the equivalence of these formulations (Theorem 27).
Remark 4. Dowker complexes are also known to researchers who use Q-analysis to study social networks
[Joh13, Atk75, Atk72]. We perceive that viewing Dowker complexes through the modern lens of persis-
tence will enrich the classical framework of Q-analysis by incorporating additional information about the
meaningfulness of features, thus potentially opening new avenues in the social sciences.
An announcement of part of our work has appeared in [CM16b].
1.2. Implementations. Following work in [CI08, DMFC12], we implement our methods in the setting of
classifying simulated hippocampal networks. We simulate the activity pattern of hippocampal cells in an
animal as it moves around arenas with a number of obstacles, and compile this data into a network which
can be interpreted as the transition matrix for the time-reversal of a Markov process. The motivating idea is
to ascertain whether, by just observing hippocampal activity and not using any higher reasoning ability, one
might be able to determine the number of obstacles in the arena that the animal has just finished traversing.
The results of computing Dowker persistence diagrams suggest that the hippocampal activity is indeed
sufficient to accurately count the number of obstacles in each arena.
Our datasets and software are available on https://research.math.osu.edu/networks/
Datasets.html as part of the PersNet software package.
1A thread with ideas towards the proof of Theorem 2 was discussed in [Nla, last accessed 4.24.2017], but the proposed strategy
was incomplete. We have inserted an addendum in [Nla] proposing a complete proof with a slightly different construction.
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1.3. Organization of the paper. Notation used globally is defined directly below. §2 contains the neces-
sary background on persistent homology. §3 contains our formulations for networks, as well as some key
ingredients of our stability results. §4 contains details about the Rips persistence diagram. The first part of §5
contains details about the Dowker persistence diagram. §5.1 contains the Functorial Dowker Theorem. The
connection between the simplicial Functorial Nerve Theorem and the finite Functorial Dowker Theorem is
detailed in §5.2. In §6 we show that Dowker complexes are sensitive to asymmetry. §6.1 contains a family of
asymmetric networks, the cycle networks, and a full characterization of their Dowker persistence diagrams.
In §7 we provide details on an implementation of our methods. Finally, proofs of statements not contained
in the main body of the paper are relegated to Appendix A, whereas details about the characterization results
for Dowker persistence diagrams of cycle networks are given in Appendix B.
1.4. Notation. We will write K to denote a field, which we will fix and use throughout the paper. We will
write Z` and R` to denote the nonnegative integers and reals, respectively. The extended real numbers
R Y t8,´8u will be denoted R. The cardinality of a set X will be denoted cardpXq. The collection of
nonempty subsets of a set X will be denoted powpXq. The natural numbers t1, 2, 3, . . .u will be denoted by
N. The dimension of a vector space V will be denoted dimpV q. The rank of a linear transformation f will be
denoted rankpfq. An isomorphism between vector spaces V and W will be denoted V – W . A homotopy
relation for two maps f, g : X Ñ Y between topological spaces will be denoted f » g. Occasionally we
will need to take about multisets, i.e. sets where elements can have multiplicity greater than 1. We will use
square bracket notation r. . .s to denote multisets. Identity maps will be denoted by the notation id‚. Given
a simplicial complex Σ, we will often write V pΣq to denote the vertex set of Σ. We will write Bdpσq to
denote the boundary of a simplex σ.
2. BACKGROUND ON PERSISTENT HOMOLOGY
We assume that the reader is familiar with terms and concepts related to simplicial homology, and refer
to [Mun84] for details. Here we describe our choices of notation. Whenever we have a simplicial complex
over a set X and a k-simplex tx0, x1, . . . , xku, k P Z`, we will assume that the simplex is oriented by
the ordering x0 ă x1 ă . . . ă xk. We will write rx0, x1, . . . , xks to denote the equivalence class of the
even permutations of this chosen ordering, and ´rx0, x1, . . . , xks to denote the equivalence class of the odd
permutations of this ordering. Given a simplicial complex Σ, we will denote its geometric realization by
|Σ|. The weak topology on |Σ| is defined by requiring that a subset A Ď |Σ| is closed if and only if AX |σ|
is closed in |σ| for each σ P Σ. A simplicial map f : Σ Ñ Ξ between two simplicial complexes induces a
map |f | : |Σ| Ñ |Ξ| between the geometric realizations, defined as |f |přvPΣ avvq :“ řvPΣ avfpvq. These
induced maps satisfy the usual composition identity: given simpicial maps f : Σ Ñ Ξ and g : Ξ Ñ Υ, we
have |g ˝ f | “ |g| ˝ |f |. To see this, observe the following:
|g ˝ f |p
ÿ
vPΣ
avvq “
ÿ
vPΣ
avgpfpvqq “ |g|p
ÿ
vPΣ
avfpvqq “ |g| ˝ |f |p
ÿ
vPΣ
avvq. (1)
A filtration of a simplicial complex Σ (also called a filtered simplicial complex) is defined to be a nested
sequence tΣδ Ď Σδ1uδďδ1PR of simplicial complexes satisfying the condition that there exist δI , δF P R
such that Σδ “ ∅ for all δ ď δI , and Σδ “ Σ for all δ ě δF .
Fix a field K. Given a finite simplicial complex Σ and a dimension k P Z`, we will denote a k-chain in
Σ as
ř
i aiσi, where each ai P K and σi P Σ. We write CkpΣq or just Ck to denote the K-vector space of all
k-chains. We will write Bk to denote the associated boundary map Bk : Ck Ñ Ck´1:
Bkrx0, . . . , xks :“
ÿ
i
p´1qirx0, . . . , xˆi, . . . , xks, where xˆi denotes omission of xi from the sequence.
We will write C “ pCk, BkqkPZ` to denote a chain complex, i.e. a sequence of vector spaces with boundary
maps such that Bk´1 ˝ Bk “ 0. Given a chain complex C and any k P Z`, the k-th homology of the chain
complex C is denoted HkpCq :“ kerpBkq{ impBk`1q. The k-th Betti number of C is denoted βkpCq.
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Given a simplicial map f between simplicial complexes, we write f˚ to denote the induced chain map
between the corresponding chain complexes [Mun84, §1.12], and pfkq# to denote the linear map on kth
homology vector spaces induced for each k P Z`.
The operations of passing from simplicial complexes and simplicial maps to chain complexes and induced
chain maps, and then to homology vector spaces with induced linear maps, will be referred to as passing to
homology. Recall the following useful fact, often referred to as functoriality of homology [Mun84, Theorem
12.2]: given a composition g ˝ f of simplicial maps, we have
pgk ˝ fkq# “ pgkq# ˝ pfkq# for each k P Z`. (2)
A persistence vector space is defined to be a family of vector spaces tU δ µδ,δ1ÝÝÝÑ U δ1uδďδ1PR such that: (1)
µδ,δ is the identity for each δ P R, and (2) µδ,δ2 “ µδ1,δ2 ˝ µδ,δ1 for each δ ď δ1 ď δ2 P R. The persistence
vector spaces that we consider in this work also satisfy the following conditions: (1) dimpU δq ă 8 at each
δ P R, (2) there exist δI , δF P R such that all maps µδ,δ1 are isomorphisms for δ, δ1 ě δF and for δ, δ1 ď δI ,
and (3) there are only finitely many values of δ P R such that U δ´ε fl U δ for each ε ą 0. Here δ is
referred to as a resolution parameter, and such a persistence vector space is described as being R-indexed.
The collection of all such persistence vector spaces is denoted PVecpRq. Observe that by fixing k P Z`
and passing to the kth homology vector space at each step Σδ of a filtered simplicial complex pΣδqδPR, the
functoriality of homology gives us the kth persistence vector space associated to pΣδqδPR, denoted
HkpΣq :“ tHkpCδq
pιδ,δ1 q#ÝÝÝÝÑ HkpCδ1quδďδ1PR.
The elements of PVecpRq contain only a finite number of vector spaces, up to isomorphism. By the
classification results in [CZCG05, §5.2], it is possible to associate a full invariant, called a persistence
barcode or persistence diagram, to each element of PVecpRq. This barcode is a multiset of persistence
intervals, and is represented as a set of lines over a single axis. The barcode of a persistence vector space V
is denoted PerspVq. The intervals in PerspVq can be represented as the persistence diagram of V , which
is as a multiset of points lying on or above the diagonal in R2, counted with multiplicity. More specifically,
DgmpVq :“ “pδi, δj`1q P R2 : rδi, δj`1q P PerspVq‰,
where the multiplicity of pδi, δj`1q P R2 is given by the multiplicity of rδi, δj`1q P PerspVq.
Persistence diagrams can be compared using the bottleneck distance, which we denote by dB. Details
about this distance, as well as the other material related to persistent homology, can be found in [CDSGO12].
Numerous other formulations of the material presented above can be found in [ELZ02, ZC05, CDS10, EH10,
EM14, BL14, EJM15].
Remark 5. Whenever we describe a persistence diagram as being trivial, we mean that either it is empty,
or it does not have any off-diagonal points.
2.1. Interleaving distance and stability of persistence vector spaces. In what follows, we will consider
R-indexed persistence vector spaces PVecpRq.
Given ε ě 0, two R-indexed persistence vector spaces V “ tV δ νδ,δ1ÝÝÑ V δ1uδďδ1 and U “ tU δ
µδ,δ1ÝÝÝÑ
U δ
1uδďδ1 are said to be ε-interleaved [CCSG`09a, BL14] if there exist two families of linear maps
tϕδ,δ`ε : V δ Ñ V δ`εuδPR,
tψδ,δ`ε : U δ Ñ U δ`εuδPR
such that the following diagrams commute for all δ1 ě δ P R:
V δ V δ
1
V δ`ε V δ1`ε
U δ`ε U δ1`ε U δ U δ1
νδ,δ1
ϕδ
ϕδ1
νδ`η,δ1`η
µδ`η,δ1`η
ψδ
µδ,δ1
ψδ1
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V δ V δ`2ε V δ`ε
U δ`ε U δ U δ`2η
νδ,δ`2ε
ϕδ
ψδ`ε
ϕδ`ε
ψδ
µδ,δ`2ε
The purpose of introducing ε-interleavings is to define a pseudometric on the collection of persistence
vector spaces. The interleaving distance between two R-indexed persistence vector spaces V,U is given by:
dIpU ,Vq :“ inftε ě 0 : U and V are ε-interleavedu.
One can verify that this definition induces a pseudometric on the collection of persistence vector spaces
[CCSG`09a, BL14]. The interleaving distance can then be related to the bottleneck distance as follows:
Theorem 6 (Algebraic Stability Theorem, [CCSG`09a]). Let U ,V be two R-indexed persistence vector
spaces. Then,
dBpDgmpUq,DgmpVqq ď dIpU ,Vq.
Stability results are at the core of persistent homology, beginning with the classical bottleneck stability
result in [CSEH07]. One of our key contributions is to use the Algebraic Stability Theorem stated above,
along with Lemma §3 stated below, to prove stability results for methods of computing persistent homology
of a network.
Before stating the following lemma, recall that two simplicial maps f, g : Σ Ñ Ξ are contiguous if for
any simplex σ P Σ, fpσqY gpσq is a simplex of Ξ. Contiguous maps satisfy the following useful properties:
Proposition 7 (Properties of contiguous maps). Let f, g : Σ Ñ Ξ be two contiguous simplicial maps. Then,
(1) |f |, |g| : |Σ| Ñ |Ξ| are homotopic [Spa94, §3.5], and
(2) The chain maps induced by f and g are chain homotopic, and as a result, the induced maps f# and
g# for homology are equal [Mun84, Theorem 12.5].
Lemma 8 (Stability Lemma). Let F,G be two filtered simplicial complexes written as
tFδ sδ,δ1ÝÝÑ Fδ1uδ1ěδPR and tGδ
tδ,δ1ÝÝÑ Gδ1uδ1ěδPR,
where sδ,δ1 and tδ,δ1 denote the natural inclusion maps. Suppose η ě 0 is such that there exist families of
simplicial maps
 
ϕδ : F
δ Ñ Gδ`η(
δPR and
 
ψδ : G
δ Ñ Fδ`η(
δPR such that the following are satisfied for
any δ1 ě δ:
(1) tδ`η,δ1`η ˝ ϕδ and ϕδ1 ˝ sδ,δ1 are contiguous
(2) sδ`η,δ1`η ˝ ψδ and ψδ1 ˝ tδ,δ1 are contiguous
(3) ψδ`η ˝ ϕδ and sδ,δ`2η are contiguous
(4) ϕδ`η ˝ ψδ and tδ,δ`2η are contiguous.
All the diagrams are as below:
Fδ Fδ
1
Fδ`η Fδ1`η
Gδ`η Gδ1`η Gδ Gδ1
sδ,δ1
ϕδ
ϕδ1
sδ`η,δ1`η
tδ`η,δ1`η
ψδ
tδ,δ1
ψδ1
Fδ Fδ`2η Fδ`η
Gδ`η Gδ Gδ`2η
sδ,δ`2η
ϕδ
ϕδ`η
ψδ`η
ψδ
tδ,δ`2η
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For each k P Z`, let HkpFq,HkpGq denote the k-dimensional persistence vector spaces associated to F
and G. Then for each k P Z`,
dBpDgmkpHkpFqq,DgmkpHkpGqqq ď dIpHkpFq,HkpGqq ď η.
3. BACKGROUND ON NETWORKS AND OUR NETWORK DISTANCE
A network is a pair pX,ωXq where X is a finite set and ωX : X ˆ X Ñ R is a weight function.
Note that ωX need not satisfy the triangle inequality, any symmetry condition, or even the requirement that
ωXpx, xq “ 0 for all x P X . The weights are even allowed to be negative. The collection of all such
networks is denoted N .
When comparing networks, one needs a way to correlate points in one network with points in the other.
To see how this can be done, let pX,ωXq, pY, ωY q P N . Let R be any nonempty relation between X and Y ,
i.e. a nonempty subset of X ˆ Y . The distortion of the relation R is given by:
dispRq :“ max
px,yq,px1,y1qPR
|ωXpx, x1q ´ ωY py, y1q|.
A correspondence between X and Y is a relation R between X and Y such that piXpRq “ X and
piY pRq “ Y , where piX : XˆY Ñ X and piY : XˆY Ñ Y denote the natural projections. The collection
of all correspondences between X and Y will be denotedRpX,Y q.
Following previous work in [CMRS14, CM15, CM16a] the network distance dN : N ˆN Ñ R` is then
defined as:
dN pX,Y q :“ 1
2
min
RPR dispRq.
It can be verified that dN as defined above is a pseudometric, and that the networks at 0-distance can
be completely characterized [CM15]. Next we wish to prove the reformulation in Proposition 9. First
we define the distortion of a map between two networks. Given any pX,ωXq, pY, ωY q P N and a map
ϕ : pX,ωXq Ñ pY, ωY q, the distortion of ϕ is defined as:
dispϕq :“ max
x,x1PX |ωXpx, x
1q ´ ωY pϕpxq, ϕpx1qq|.
Next, given maps ϕ : pX,ωXq Ñ pY, ωY q and ψ : pY, ωY q Ñ pX,ωXq, we define two co-distortion terms:
CX,Y pϕ,ψq :“ maxpx,yqPXˆY |ωXpx, ψpyqq ´ ωY pϕpxq, yq|,
CY,Xpψ,ϕq :“ maxpy,xqPYˆX |ωY py, ϕpxqq ´ ωXpψpyq, xq|.
Proposition 9. Let pX,ωXq, pY, ωY q P N . Then,
dN pX,Y q “ 12 mintmaxpdispϕq, dispψq, CX,Y pϕ,ψq, CY,Xpψ,ϕqq : ϕ : X Ñ Y, ψ : Y Ñ X any mapsu.
Remark 10. Proposition 9 is analogous to a result of Kalton and Ostrovskii [KO97, Theorem 2.1] where—
instead of dN—one has the Gromov-Hausdorff distance between metric spaces. We remark that when
restricted to the special case of networks that are also metric spaces, the network distance dN agrees with
the Gromov-Hausdorff distance. Details on the Gromov-Hausdorff distance can be found in [BBI01].
An important remark is that in the Kalton-Ostrovskii formulation, there is only one co-distortion term.
When Proposition 9 is applied to metric spaces, the two co-distortion terms become equal by symmetry,
and thus the Kalton-Ostrovskii formulation is recovered. But a priori, the lack of symmetry in the network
setting requires us to consider both terms.
Remark 11. In the following sections, we propose methods for computing persistent homology of networks,
and prove that they are stable via Lemma 8. Note that similar results, valid in the setting of metric spaces,
have appeared in [CCSG`09b, CDSO14]. Whereas the proofs in [CDSO14] invoke an auxiliary construction
of multivalued maps arising from correspondences, our proofs simply use the maps ϕ,ψ arising directly
from the reformulation of dN (Proposition 9), thus streamlining the treatment.
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When studying the effect of asymmetry on persistent homology, it will be useful to consider the network
transformations that we define next.
Definition 1 (Symmetrization and Transposition). Define the max-symmetrization map s : N Ñ N by
pX,ωXq ÞÑ pX, xωXq, where for any network pX,ωXq, we define xωX : X ˆX Ñ R as follows:
xωXpx, x1q :“ maxpωXpx, x1q, ωXpx1, xqq, for x, x1 P X.
Also define the transposition map t : N Ñ N by pX,ωXq ÞÑ pX,ωJXq, where for any pX,ωXq P N , we
define ωJXpx, x1q :“ ωXpx1, xq for x, x1 P X . For convenience, we denote XJ :“ tpXq for any network X .
We are now ready to formulate our two methods for computing persistent homology of networks. The
Rips filtration is the “workhorse” of persistent homology of metric spaces so it is natural to consider its
generalization to general asymmetric networks.
4. THE RIPS FILTRATION OF A NETWORK
Recall that for a metric space pX, dXq, the Rips complex is defined for each δ ě 0 as follows:
RδX :“ tσ P powpXq : diampσq ď δu , where diampσq :“ max
x,x1Pσ dXpx, x
1q.
Following this definition, we can define the Rips complex for a network pX,ωXq as follows:
RδX :“ tσ P powpXq : max
x,x1Pσ ωXpx, x
1q ď δu.
To any network pX,ωXq, we may associate the Rips filtration tRδX ãÑ Rδ1Xuδďδ1 . We denote the k-
dimensional persistence vector space associated to this filtration by HRk pXq, and the corresponding persis-
tence diagram by DgmRk pXq. The Rips filtration is stable to small perturbations of the input data:9
Proposition 12. Let pX,ωXq, pY, ωY q P N . Then dBpDgmRk pXq,DgmRk pY qq ď 2dN pX,Y q.
We omit the proof because it is similar to that of Proposition 15, which we will prove in detail.
Remark 13. The preceding proposition serves a dual purpose: (1) it shows that the Rips persistence diagram
is robust to noise in input data, and (2) it shows that instead of computing the network distance between two
networks, one can compute the bottleneck distance between their Rips persistence diagrams as a suitable
proxy. The advantage to computing bottleneck distance is that it can be done in polynomial time (see
[EIK01]), whereas computing dN is NP-hard in general. This follows from the fact that the problem of
computing dN includes the problem of computing the Gromov-Hausdorff distance between finite metric
spaces, which is an NP-hard problem [Sch15]. We remark that the idea of computing Rips persistence
diagrams to compare finite metric spaces first appeared in [CCSG`09b], and moreover, that Proposition 12
is an extension of Theorem 3.1 in [CCSG`09b].
The Rips filtration in the setting of symmetric networks has been used in [HMR09, CH13, GPCI15,
PSDV13], albeit without addressing stability results. To our knowledge, Proposition 12 is the first quantita-
tive result justifying the constructions in these prior works.
Remark 14 (Rips is insensitive to asymmetry). A critical weakness of the Rips complex construction is that
it is not sensitive to asymmetry. To see this, recall the symmetrization map defined in Definition 1, and let
pX,ωXq P N . Now for any σ P powpXq, we have maxx,x1Pσ ωXpx, x1q “ maxx,x1Pσ xωXpx, x1q. It follows
that for each δ ě 0, the Rips complexes of pX,ωXq and pX, xωXq “ spX,ωXq are equal, i.e. R “ R ˝ s.
Thus the Rips persistence diagrams of the original and max-symmetrized networks are equal.
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5. THE DOWKER FILTRATION OF A NETWORK
Given pX,ωXq P N , and for any δ P R, consider the following relation on X:
Rδ,X :“
 px, x1q : ωXpx, x1q ď δ( . (3)
Then Rδ,X Ď X ˆX , and RδF ,X “ X ˆX for some sufficiently large δF . Furthermore, for any δ1 ě δ,
we have Rδ,X Ď Rδ1,X . Using Rδ,X , we build a simplicial complex Dsiδ as follows:
Dsiδ,X :“
 
σ “ rx0, . . . , xns : there exists x1 P X such that pxi, x1q P Rδ,X for each xi
(
. (4)
If σ P Dsiδ,X , it is clear that any face of σ also belongs to Dsiδ,X . We call Dsiδ,X the Dowker δ-sink simplicial
complex associated to X , and refer to x1 as a δ-sink for σ (where σ and x1 should be clear from context).
Since Rδ,X is an increasing sequence of sets, it follows that Dsiδ,X is an increasing sequence of simplicial
complexes. In particular, for δ1 ě δ, there is a natural inclusion map Dsiδ,X ãÑ Dsiδ1,X . We write DsiX to
denote the filtration tDsiδ,X ãÑ Dsiδ1,Xuδďδ1 associated to X . We call this the Dowker sink filtration on X .
We will denote the k-dimensional persistence diagram arising from this filtration by Dgmsik pXq.
Note that we can define a dual construction as follows:
Dsoδ,X :“
 
σ “ rx0, . . . , xns : there exists x1 P X such that px1, xiq P Rδ,X for each xi
(
. (5)
We callDsoδ,X the Dowker δ-source simplicial complex associated toX . The filtration tDsoδ,X ãÑ Dsoδ1,Xuδďδ1
associated to X is called the Dowker source filtration, denoted DsoX . We denote the k-dimensional persis-
tence diagram arising from this filtration by Dgmsok pXq. Notice that any construction using Dsiδ,X can also
be repeated using Dsoδ,X , so we focus on the case of the sink complexes and restate results in terms of source
complexes where necessary. In particular, we will prove in §5.1 that
Dgmsik pXq “ Dgmsok pXq for any k P Z`,
so it makes sense to talk about “the" Dowker diagram associated to X .
The sink and source filtrations are not equal in general; this is illustrated in Figure 2.
As in the case of the Rips filtration, both the Dowker sink and source filtrations are stable.
Proposition 15. Let pX,ωXq, pY, ωY q P N . Then dBpDgm‚k pXq,Dgm‚kpY qq ď 2dN pX,Y q. Here Dgm‚
refers to either of Dgmsi and Dgmso.
Proof of Proposition 15. Both cases are similar, so we just prove the result for Dgmsi. Let η “ 2dN pX,Y q.
Then by Proposition 9, there exist maps ϕ : X Ñ Y, ψ : Y Ñ X such that
maxpdispϕq, dispψq, CX,Y pϕ,ψq, CY,Xpψ,ϕqq ď η.
a
b
c
Dsiδ,X “
$’’’&’’’%
∅ : δ ă ´1
trasu : ´1 ď δ ă 0
tras, rbs, rcsu : 0 ď δ ă 1
tras, rbs, rcs, rabs, rbcs, racs, rabcsu : δ ě 1
Dsoδ,X “
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
∅ : δ ă ´1
trasu : ´1 ď δ ă 0
tras, rbs, rcsu : 0 ď δ ă 1
tras, rbs, rcs, rabs, racsu : 1 ď δ ă 2
tras, rbs, rcs, rabs, rbcs, racs, rabcsu : δ ě 2
´1
0
0
1
1
2
2
1
2
FIGURE 2. Computing the Dowker sink and source complexes of a network pX,ωXq. Ob-
serve that the sink and source complexes are different in the range 1 ď δ ă 2.
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First we check that ϕ,ψ induce simplicial maps ϕδ : Dsiδ,X Ñ Dsiδ`η,Y and ψδ : Dsiδ,Y Ñ Dsiδ`η,Y for each
δ P R.
Let δ1 ě δ P R. Let σ “ rx0, . . . , xns P Dsiδ,X . Then there exists x1 P X such that ωXpxi, x1q ď δ for
each 0 ď i ď n. Fix such an x1. Since dispϕq ď η, we have the following for each i:
|ωXpxi, x1q ´ ωY pϕpxiq, ϕpx1qq| ď η.
So ωY pϕpxiq, ϕpx1qq ď ωXpxi, x1q` η ď δ` η for each 0 ď i ď n. Thus ϕδpσq :“ tϕpx0q, . . . , ϕpxnqu
is a simplex in Dsiδ`η,Y . Thus the map on simplices ϕδ induced by ϕ is simplicial for each δ P R.
Similarly we can check that the map ψδ on simplices induced by ψ is simplicial. Now to prove the
result, it will suffice to check the contiguity conditions in the statement of Lemma 8. Consider the following
diagram:
Dsiδ,X D
si
δ1,X
Dsiδ`η,Y Dsiδ1`η,Y
sδ,δ1
ϕδ
ϕδ1
tδ`η,δ1`η
Here sδ,δ1 and tδ`η,δ1`η are the inclusion maps. We claim that tδ`η,δ1`η ˝ϕδ and ϕδ1 ˝sδ,δ1 are contiguous
simplicial maps. To see this, let σ P Dsiδ,X . Since sδ,δ1 is just the inclusion, it follows that tδ`η,δ1`ηpϕδpσqqY
ϕδ1psδ,δ1pσqq “ ϕδpσq, which is a simplex in Dsiδ`η,Y because ϕδ is simplicial, and hence a simplex in
Dsiδ1`η,Y because the inclusion tδ`η,δ1`η is simplicial. Thus tδ`η,δ1`η ˝ϕδ and ϕδ1 ˝sδ,δ1 are contiguous, and
their induced linear maps for homology are equal. By a similar argument, one can show that sδ`η,δ1`η ˝ ψδ
and ψδ1 ˝ tδ,δ1 are contiguous simplicial maps as well.
Next we check that the maps ψδ`η ˝ ϕδ and sδ,δ`2η in the figure below are contiguous.
Dsiδ,X D
si
δ`2η,X
Dsiδ`η,Y
sδ,δ`2η
ϕδ ψδ`η
Let xi P σ. Note that for our fixed σ “ rx0, . . . , xns P Dsiδ,X and x1, we have:
|ωXpxi, x1q ´ ωXpψpϕpxiqq, ψpϕpx1qqq| ď |ωXpxi, x1q ´ ωY pϕpxiq, ϕpx1qq|
` |ωY pϕpxiq, ϕpx1qq ´ ωXpψpϕpxiqq, ψpϕpx1qqq|
ď 2η.
Thus we obtain ωXpψpϕpxiqq, ψpϕpx1qqq ď ωXpxi, x1q ` 2η ď δ ` 2η.
Since this holds for any xi P σ, it follows that ψδ`ηpϕδpσqq P Dsiδ`2η,X . We further claim that
τ :“ σ Y ψδ`ηpϕδpσqq “ tx0, x1, . . . , xn, ψpϕpx0qq, . . . , ψpϕpxnqqu
is a simplex in Dsiδ`2η,X . Let 0 ď i ď n. It suffices to show that ωXpxi, ψpϕpx1qq ď δ ` 2η.
Notice that from the reformulation of dN (Proposition 9), we have
CX,Y pϕ,ψq “ maxpx,yqPXˆY |ωXpx, ψpyqq ´ ωY pϕpxq, yq| ď η.
Let y “ ϕpx1q. Then |ωXpxi, ψpyqq ´ ωY pϕpxiq, yq| ď η. In particular,
ωXpxi, ψpϕpx1qqq ď ωY pϕpxiq, ϕpx1qq ` η ď ωXpxi, x1q ` 2η ď δ ` 2η.
Since 0 ď i ď n were arbitrary, it follows that τ P Dsiδ`2η,X . Thus ψδ`η ˝ ϕδ and sδ,δ`2η are contiguous.
Similarly, one can use the dispψq and CY,Xpψ,ϕq terms to show that tδ,δ`2η and ϕδ`η ˝ ψδ are contiguous.
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The result now follows by an application of Lemma 8. 
Remark 16. The preceding proposition shows that the Dowker persistence diagram is robust to noise in
input data, and that the bottleneck distance between Dowker persistence diagrams arising from two networks
can be used as a proxy for computing the actual network distance. Note the analogy with Remark 13.
Both the Dowker and Rips filtrations are valid methods for computing persistent homology of networks,
by virtue of their stability results (Propositions 12 and 15). However, we present the Dowker filtration as
an appropriate method for capturing directionality information in directed networks. In §6 we discuss this
particular feature of the Dowker filtration in full detail.
Remark 17 (Symmetric networks). In the setting of symmetric networks, the Dowker sink and source
simplicial filtrations coincide, and so we automatically obtain Dgmsok pXq “ Dgmsik pXq for any k P Z` and
any pX,ωXq P N .
Remark 18 (The metric space setting and relation to witness complexes). When restricted to the setting
of metric spaces, the Dowker complex resembles a construction called the witness complex [DSC04]. In
particular, a version of the Dowker complex for metric spaces, constructed in terms of landmarks and wit-
nesses, was discussed in [CDSO14], along with stability results. When restricted to the special networks
that are pseudo-metric spaces, our definitions and results agree with those presented in [CDSO14].
5.1. The Functorial Dowker Theorem and equivalence of diagrams. Let pX,ωXq P N , and let δ P R
be such that Rδ,X is nonempty. By applying Dowker’s theorem (Theorem 1) to the setting Y “ X , we
have HkpDsiδ,Xq – HkpDsoδ,Xq, for any k P Z`. We still have this equality in the case where Rδ,X is empty,
because then Dsiδ,X and D
so
δ,X are both empty. Thus we obtain:
Corollary 19. Let pX,ωXq P N , δ P R, and k P Z`. Then,
HkpDsiδ,Xq – HkpDsoδ,Xq.
In the persistent setting, Theorem 1 and Corollary 19 suggest the following question:
Given a network pX,ωXq and a fixed dimension k P Z`, are the persistence diagrams of
the Dowker sink and source filtrations of pX,ωXq necessarily equal?
In what follows, we provide a positive answer to the question above. Our strategy is to use the Functorial
Dowker Theorem (Theorem 3), for which we will provide a complete proof below. The Functorial Dowker
Theorem implies equality between sink and source persistence diagrams.
Corollary 20 (Dowker duality). Let pX,ωXq P N , and let k P Z`. Then,
Dgmsik pXq “ Dgmsok pXq.
Thus we may call either of the diagrams above the k-dimensional Dowker diagram ofX , denoted DgmDk pXq.
Before proving the corollary, we state an R-indexed variant of the Persistence Equivalence Theorem
[EH10]. This particular version follows from the isometry theorem [BL14], and we refer the reader to
[CDSGO12, Chapter 5] for an expanded presentation of this material.
Theorem 21 (Persistence Equivalence Theorem). Consider two persistence vector spaces U “ tU δ µδ,δ1ÝÝÝÑ
U δ
1uδďδ1PR and V “ tV δ
νδ,δ1ÝÝÑ V δ1uδďδ1PR with connecting maps fδ : U δ Ñ V δ1 .
¨ ¨ ¨ V δ V δ1 V δ2 ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ U δ U δ1 U δ2 ¨ ¨ ¨
fδ fδ1 fδ2
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If the fδ are all isomorphisms and each square in the diagram above commutes, then:
DgmpUq “ DgmpVq.
Proof of Corollary 20. Let δ ď δ1 P R, and consider the relations Rδ,X Ď Rδ1,X Ď X ˆ X . Suppose
first that Rδ,X and Rδ1,X are both nonempty. By applying Theorem 3, we obtain homotopy equivalences
between the source and sink complexes that commute with the canonical inclusions up to homotopy. Passing
to the k-th homology level, we obtain persistence vector spaces that satisfy the commutativity properties of
Theorem 21. The result follows from Theorem 21.
In the case where Rδ,X and Rδ1,X are both empty, there is nothing to show because all the associated
complexes are empty. Suppose Rδ,X is empty, and Rδ1,X is nonempty. Then Dsiδ,X and D
so
δ,X are empty, so
their inclusions into Dsiδ1,X and D
so
δ1,X induce zero maps upon passing to homology. Thus the commutativity
of Theorem 21 is satisfied, and the result follows by Theorem 21. 
The proof of the Functorial Dowker Theorem. It remains to prove Theorem 3. Because the proof involves
numerous maps, we will adopt the notational convention of adding a subscript to a function to denote its
codomain—e.g. we will write fB to denote a function with codomain B.
First we recall the construction of a combinatorial barycentric subdivision (see [Dow52, §2], [Lef42,
§4.7], [Bar11, Appendix A]).
Definition 2 (Barycentric subdivisions). For any simplicial complex Σ, one may construct a new simplicial
complex Σp1q, called the first barycentric subdivision, as follows:
Σp1q :“ trσ1, σ2, . . . , σps : σ1 Ď σ2 Ď . . . Ď σp, each σi P Σu .
Note that the vertices of Σp1q are the simplices of Σ, and the simplices of Σp1q are nested sequences of
simplices of Σ. Furthermore, note that given any two simplicial complexes Σ,Ξ and a simplicial map
f : Σ Ñ Ξ, there is a natural simplicial map f p1q : Σp1q Ñ Ξp1q defined as:
f p1qprσ1, . . . , σpsq :“ rfpσ1q, . . . , fpσpqs, σ1 Ď σ2 Ď . . . , σp, each σi P Σ.
To see that this is simplicial, note that fpσiq Ď fpσjq whenever σi Ď σj . As a special case, observe that any
inclusion map ι : Σ ãÑ Ξ induces an inclusion map ιp1q : Σp1q ãÑ Ξp1q.
Given a simplex σ “ rx0, . . . , xks in a simplicial complex Σ, one defines the barycenter to be the
point Bpσq :“ řki“0 1k`1xi P |Σ|. Then the spaces |Σp1q| and |Σ| can be identified via a homeomorphism
E|Σ| : |Σp1q| Ñ |Σ| defined on vertices by E|Σ|pσq :“ Bpσq and extended linearly.
Details on the preceding list of definitions can be found in [Mun84, §2.14-15, 2.19], [Spa94, §3.3-4], and
also [Bar11, Appendix A]. The next proposition follows from the discussions in these references, and is a
simple restatement of [Bar11, Proposition A.1.5]. We provide a proof in the appendix for completeness.
Proposition 22 (Simplicial approximation to E‚). Let Σ be a simplicial complex, and let Φ : Σp1q Ñ Σ be
a simplicial map such that Φpσq P σ for each σ P Σ. Then |Φ| » E|Σ|.
We now introduce some auxiliary constructions dating back to [Dow52] that use the setup stated in
Theorem 3. For any nonempty relation R Ď X ˆ Y , one may define [Dow52, §2] an associated map
ΦER : E
p1q
R Ñ ER as follows: first define ΦER on vertices of Ep1qR by ΦERpσq “ sσ, where sσ is the least
vertex of σ with respect to the total order. Next, for any simplex rσ1, . . . , σks of Ep1qR , where σ1 Ď . . . Ď σk,
we have ΦERpσiq “ sσi P σk for all 1 ď i ď k. Thus rΦERpσ1q, . . . ,ΦERpσkqs “ rsσ1 , sσ2 , . . . , sσks is a
face of σk, hence a simplex of Σ. This defines ΦER as a simplicial map E
p1q
R Ñ ER. This argument also
shows that ΦER is order-reversing: if σ Ď σ1, then ΦERpσq ě ΦERpσ1q.
Remark 23. Applying Proposition 22 to the setup above, one sees that |ΦER | » E|ER|. After passing to a
second barycentric subdivision Ep2qR (obtained by taking a barycentric subdivision of E
p1q
R ) and obtaining a
map Φ
E
p1q
R
: E
p2q
R Ñ Ep1qR , one also has |ΦEp1qR | » E|Ep1qR |.
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One can also define [Dow52, §3] a simplicial map ΨFR : E
p1q
R Ñ FR as follows. Given a vertex
σ “ rx0, . . . , xks P Ep1qR , one defines ΨFRpσq “ yσ, for some yσ P Y such that pxi, yσq P R for each i.
To see why this vertex map is simplicial, let σp1q “ rσ0, . . . , σks be a simplex in Ep1qR . Let x P σ0. Then,
because σ0 Ď σ1 Ď . . . Ď σk, we automatically have that px,ΨFRpσiqq P R, for each i “ 0, . . . , k. Thus
ΨFRpσp1qq is a simplex in FR. This definition involves a choice of yσ when writing ΨFRpσq “ yσ, but all
the maps resulting from such choices are contiguous [Dow52, §3].
The preceding map induces a simplicial map Ψ
F
p1q
R
: E
p2q
R Ñ F p1qR as follows. Given a vertex τ p1q “
rτ0, . . . , τks P Ep2qR , i.e. a simplex in Ep1qR , we define ΨF p1qR pτ
p1qq :“ rΨFRpτ0q, . . . ,ΨFRpτkqs. Since ΨFR
is simplicial, this is a simplex in FR, i.e. a vertex in F
p1q
R . Thus we have a vertex map ΨF p1qR
: E
p2q
R Ñ F p1qR .
To check that this map is simplicial, let τ p2q “ rτ p1q0 , . . . , τ p1qp s be a simplex in Ep2qR . Then τ p1q0 Ď τ p1q1 Ď
. . . Ď τ p1qp , and because ΨFR is simplicial, we automatically have
ΨFRpτ p1q0 q Ď ΨFRpτ p1q1 q Ď . . . Ď ΨFRpτ p1qp q.
Thus Ψ
F
p1q
R
pτ p2qq is a simplex in F p1qR .
Proof of Theorem 3. We write F p2qR to denote the barycentric subdivision of F
p1q
R , and obtain simplicial maps
Φ
F
p1q
R
: F
p2q
R Ñ F p1qR , ΦFR : F p1qR Ñ FR, ΨEp1qR : F
p2q
R Ñ Ep1qR , and ΨFR : Ep1qR Ñ FR as above. Consider
the following diagram:
Ψ
F
p1q
R
ΨER
F
p2q
R
F
p1q
R
FR
F
p2q
R1
F
p1q
R1
FR1
E
p2q
R
E
p1q
R
ER
E
p2q
R1
E
p1q
R1
ER1
Φ
F
p1q
R
ΦFR
Φ
F
p1q
R1
ΦFR1
Φ
F
p1q
R
ΦFR
Ψ
E
p1q
R
ΨFR
We proceed by claiming contiguity of the following.
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E
p2q
R E
p1q
R
ER
F
p1q
R
Φ
E
p1q
R
ΦER
Ψ
F
p1q
R
ΨER
F
p2q
R F
p1q
R
FR
E
p1q
R
Φ
F
p1q
R
ΦFR
Ψ
E
p1q
R
ΨFR
F
p2q
R F
p1q
R
E
p1q
R
ER
Φ
F
p1q
R
ΨER
Ψ
E
p1q
R
ΦER
E
p2q
R E
p1q
R
F
p1q
R
FR
Φ
E
p1q
R
ΨFR
Ψ
F
p1q
R
ΦFR
Claim 1. More specifically:
(1) ΦER ˝ ΦEp1qR and ΨER ˝ΨF p1qR are contiguous.
(2) ΦFR ˝ ΦF p1qR and ΨFR ˝ΨEp1qR are contiguous.
(3) ΨER ˝ ΦF p1qR and ΦER ˝ΨEp1qR are contiguous.
(4) ΨFR ˝ ΦEp1qR and ΦFR ˝ΨF p1qR are contiguous.
Items (1) and (3) appear in the proof of Dowker’s theorem [Dow52, Lemmas 5, 6], and it is easy to see
that a symmetric argument shows Items (2) and (4). For completeness, we will verify these items in this
paper, but defer this verification to the end of the proof.
By passing to the geometric realization and applying Proposition 7 and Remark 23, we obtain the follow-
ing from Item (3) of Claim 1:
|ΨER | ˝ |ΦF p1qR | » |ΦER | ˝ |ΨEp1qR |,
|ΨER | ˝ E|F p1qR | » E|ER| ˝ |ΨEp1qR |, (Remark 23)
E´1|ER| ˝ |ΨER | ˝ E|F p1qR | » |ΨEp1qR |. (E is a homeomorphism, hence invertible)
Replacing this term in the expression for Item (2) of Claim 1, we obtain:
|ΨFR | ˝ |ΨEp1qR | » |ΦFR | ˝ |ΦF p1qR | » E|FR| ˝ E|F p1qR |,
|ΨFR | ˝ E´1|ER| ˝ |ΨER | ˝ E|F p1qR | » E|FR| ˝ E|F p1qR |,
|ΨFR | ˝ E´1|ER| ˝ |ΨER | ˝ E´1|FR| » id|FR| .
Similarly, we obtain the following from Item (4) of Claim 1:
|ΨFR | ˝ |ΦEp1qR | » |ΦFR | ˝ |ΨF p1qR |, so E
´1
|FR| ˝ |ΨFR | ˝ E|Ep1qR | » |ΨF p1qR |.
Replacing this term in the expression for Item (1) of Claim 1, we obtain:
|ΨER | ˝ |ΨF p1qR | » |ΦER | ˝ |ΦEp1qR | » E|ER| ˝ E|Ep1qR |,
|ΨER | ˝ E´1|FR| ˝ |ΨFR | ˝ E|Ep1qR | » E|ER| ˝ E|Ep1qR |
|ΨER | ˝ E´1|FR| ˝ |ΨFR | ˝ E´1|ER| » id|ER|
Define Γ|ER| : |FR| Ñ |ER| by Γ|ER| :“ |ΨER |˝E´1|FR|. Then Γ|ER| is a homotopy equivalence, with inverse
given by |ΨFR | ˝ E´1|ER|. This shows that |FR| » |ER|, for any nonempty relation R Ď X ˆ Y .
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Next we need to show that Γ|ER| commutes with the canonical inclusion. Consider the following diagram,
where the ι‚ maps denote the respective canonical inclusions (cf. Definition 2):
F
p1q
R F
p1q
R1
FR FR1
ER ER1
ιF p1q
ιF
ιE
ΦFR ΦFR1
ΨER ΨER1
Claim 2. ιE ˝ΨER and ΨER1 ˝ ιF p1q are contiguous.
Claim 3. ιF ˝ ΦFR and ΦFR1 ˝ ιF p1q are contiguous.
Suppose Claim 3 is true. Then, upon passing to geometric realizations, we have:
|ιF | ˝ E|FR| » |ιF | ˝ |ΦFR | » |ΦFR1 | ˝ |ιF p1q | » E|FR1 | ˝ |ιF p1q |,
E´1|FR1 | ˝ |ιF | ˝ E|FR| » |ιF p1q |.
Suppose also that Claim 2 is true. Then we have:
|ΨER1 | ˝ |ιF p1q | » |ιE | ˝ |ΨER |,
|ΨER1 | ˝ E´1|FR1 | ˝ |ιF | ˝ E|FR| » |ιE | ˝ |ΨER |,
|ΨER1 | ˝ E´1|FR1 | ˝ |ιF | » |ιE | ˝ |ΨER | ˝ E
´1
|FR|, i.e.
Γ|ER1 | ˝ |ιF | » |ιE | ˝ Γ|ER|.
This proves the theorem. It only remains to prove the various claims.
Proof of Claim 1. In proving Claim 1, we supply the proofs of Items (2) and (4). These arguments are
adapted from [Dow52, Lemmas 1, 5, and 6], where the proofs of Items (1) and (3) appeared.
For Item (2), let τ p2q “ rτ p1q0 , . . . , τ p1qk s be a simplex in F p2qR , where τ p1q0 Ď . . . Ď τ p1qk is a chain of
simplices in F p1qR . By the order-reversing property of the map ΦF p1qR
, we have that Φ
F
p1q
R
pτ p1q0 q Ě ΦF p1qR pτ
p1q
i q
for each i “ 0, . . . , k. Define x :“ ΨERpΦF p1qR pτ
p1q
0 qq. Then px, yq P R for each y P ΦF p1qR pτ
p1q
0 q. But we
also have px,ΦFRpΦF p1qR pτ
p1q
i qqq P R for each i “ 0, . . . , k, because ΦFRpΦF p1qR pτ
p1q
i qq P ΦF p1qR pτ
p1q
i q Ď
ΦFRpτ p1q0 q for each i “ 0, . . . , k.
Next let 0 ď i ď k. For each τ P τ p1qi , we have ΨERpτq P ΨEp1qR pτ
p1q
i q (by the definition of ΨEp1qR ).
Because Φ
F
p1q
R
pτ p1q0 q P τ p1q0 Ď τ p1qi , we then have x “ ΨERpΦF p1qR pτ
p1q
0 qq P ΨEp1qR pτ
p1q
i q, which is a vertex of
E
p1q
R or alternatively a simplex ofER. But then, by definition of ΨFR , we have that px,ΨFRpΨEp1qR pτ
p1q
i qqq P
R. This holds for each 0 ď i ď k. Since τ p2q was arbitrary, this shows that ΦFR ˝ ΦF p1qR and ΨFR ˝ ΨEp1qR
are contiguous.
For Item (4), let σp2q “ rσp1q0 , . . . , σp1qk s be a simplex in Ep2qR . Let 0 ď i ď k. Then σp1q0 Ď . . . Ď
σ
p1q
k , and ΦEp1qR
pσp1qi q P σp1qi Ď σp1qk . So ΨFRpΦEp1qR pσ
p1q
i qq P ΨF p1qR pσ
p1q
k q. On the other hand, we have
Ψ
F
p1q
R
pσp1qi q Ď ΨF p1qR pσ
p1q
k q. Then ΦFRpΨF p1qR pσ
p1q
i qq P ΨF p1qR pσ
p1q
i q Ď ΨF p1qR pσ
p1q
k q. Since i was arbitrary,
this shows that ΨFR ˝ΦEp1qR and ΦFR ˝ΨF p1qR both map the vertices of σ
p2q to the simplex Ψ
F
p1q
R
pσp1qk q, hence
are contiguous. This concludes the proof of the claim. 
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Proof of Claim 2. Let τ p1q “ rτ0, τ1, . . . , τks P F p1qR , where τ0 Ď τ1 Ď . . . Ď τk is a chain of simplices in
FR. Then ιF p1qpτ p1qq “ τ p1q, and ΨER1 pτ p1qq “ rxτ0 , . . . , xτks, for some choice of xτi terms. Also we have
ιE ˝ΨERpτ p1qq “ rx1τ0 , . . . , x1τks for some other choice of x1τi terms. For contiguity, we need to show that
rxτ0 , . . . , xτk , x1τ0 , . . . , x1τks P ER1 .
But this is easy to see: letting y P τ0, we have
 pxτ0 , yq, . . . , pxτk , yq, px1τ0 , yq, . . . , px1τk , yq( Ď R. Since
τ p1q was arbitrary, it follows that we have contiguity. 
Proof of Claim 3. Let τ p1q “ rτ0, τ1, . . . , τks P F p1qR , where τ0 Ď τ1 Ď . . . Ď τk is a chain of simplices in
FR. Then ΦFRpτiq P τk for each 0 ď i ď k. Thus ιF ˝ΦFRpτ p1qq is a face of τk. Similarly, ΦFR1 ˝ιF p1qpτ p1qq
is also a face of τk. Since τ p1q was an arbitrary simplex of F p1qR , it follows that ιF ˝ ΦFR and ΦFR1 ˝ ιF p1q
are contiguous. 

5.2. The equivalence between the finite FDT and the simplicial FNTs. In this section, we present our
answer to Question 1. We begin with a weaker formulation of Theorem 3 and some simplicial Functorial
Nerve Theorems.
Theorem 24 (The finite FDT). Let X,Y be two totally ordered sets, and without loss of generality, suppose
X is finite. Let R Ď R1 Ď X ˆ Y be two nonempty relations, and let ER, FR, ER1 , FR1 be their associated
simplicial complexes (as in Theorem 3). Then there exist homotopy equivalences Γ|ER| : |FR| Ñ |ER| and
Γ|ER1 | : |FR1 | Ñ |ER1 | that commute up to homotopy with the canonical inclusions.
The finite FDT (Theorem 24) is an immediate consequence of the general FDT (Theorem 3).
Definition 3. Let A “ tAiuiPI be a family of nonempty sets indexed by I . The nerve of A is the simplicial
complex N pAq :“ tσ P powpIq : σ is finite, nonempty, and XiPσ Ai ‰ ∅u.
Definition 4 (Covers of simplices and subcomplexes). Let Σ be a simplicial complex. Then a collection of
subcomplexes AΣ “ tΣiuiPI is said to be a cover of subcomplexes for Σ if Σ “ YiPIΣi. Furthermore, AΣ
is said to be a cover of simplices if each Σi P AΣ has the property that Σi “ powpV pΣiqq. In this case, each
Σi has precisely one top-dimensional simplex, consisting of the vertex set V pΣiq.
We present two simplicial formulations of the Functorial Nerve Theorem that turn out to be equivalent;
the statements differ in that one is about covers of simplices and the other is about covers of subcomplexes.
Theorem 25 (Functorial Nerve I). Let Σ Ď Σ1 be two simplicial complexes, and let AΣ “ tΣiuiPI , AΣ1 “
tΣ1iuiPI 1 be finite covers of simplices for Σ and Σ1 such that I Ď I 1 and Σi Ď Σ1i for each i P I . In
particular, cardpI 1q ă 8. Suppose that for each finite subset σ Ď I 1, the intersection XiPσΣ1i is either
empty or contractible (and likewise for XiPσΣi). Then |Σ| » |N pAΣq| and |Σ1| » |N pAΣ1q|, via maps that
commute up to homotopy with the canonical inclusions.
Theorem 26 (Functorial Nerve II). The statement of Theorem 25 holds even if AΣ and AΣ1 are covers
of subcomplexes. Explicitly, the statement is as follows. Let Σ Ď Σ1 be two simplicial complexes, and
let AΣ “ tΣiuiPI , AΣ1 “ tΣ1iuiPI 1 be finite covers of subcomplexes for Σ and Σ1 such that I Ď I 1 and
Σi Ď Σ1i for each i P I . In particular, cardpI 1q ă 8. Suppose that for each finite subset σ Ď I 1, the
intersection XiPσΣ1i is either empty or contractible (and likewise for XiPσΣi). Then |Σ| » |N pAΣq| and|Σ1| » |N pAΣ1q|, via maps that commute up to homotopy with the canonical inclusions.
The following result summarizes our answer to Question 1.
Theorem 27 (Equivalence). The finite FDT, the FNT I, and the FNT II are all equivalent. Moreover, all of
these results are implied by the FDT, as below:
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Theorem 3 Theorem 24
Theorem 25
Theorem 26
We present the proof of Theorem 27 over the course of the next few subsections.
Remark 28. By virtue of Theorem 27, we will write simplicial FNT to mean either of the FNT I or FNT II.
Theorem 24 implies Theorem 25.
Proof of Theorem 25. Let V, V 1 denote the vertex sets of Σ,Σ1, respectively. We define the relations R Ď
V ˆ I and R1 Ď V 1 ˆ I 1 as follows: pv, iq P R ðñ v P Σi and pv1, i1q P R1 ðñ v1 P Σ1i. Then
R Ď R1, the set I 1 is finite by assumption, and so we are in the setting of the finite FDT (Theorem 24)
(perhaps invoking the Axiom of Choice to obtain the total order on V 1). It suffices to show that ER “ Σ,
ER1 “ Σ1, FR “ N pAΣq, and FR1 “ N pAΣ1q, where ER, ER1 , FR, FR1 are as defined in Theorem 3.
First we claim the ER “ Σ. By the definitions of R and ER, we have ER “ tσ Ď V : Di P I, pv, iq P
R @ v P σu “ tσ Ď V : Di P I, v P Σi @ v P σu. Let σ P ER, and let i P I be such that v P Σi for
all v P σ. Then σ Ď V pΣiq, and since Σi “ powpV pΣiqq by the assumption about covers of simplices, we
have σ P Σi Ď Σ. Thus ER Ď Σ. Conversely, let σ P Σ. Then σ P Σi for some i. Thus for all v P σ, we
have pv, iq P R. It follows that σ P ER. This shows ER “ Σ. The proof that ER1 “ Σ1 is analogous.
Next we claim that FR “ N pAΣq. By the definition of FR, we have FR “ tτ Ď I : Dv P V, pv, iq P
R @ i P τu. Let τ P FR, and let v P V be such that pv, iq P R for each i P τ . Then XiPτΣi ‰ ∅, and so
τ P N pAΣq. Conversely, let τ P N pAΣq. Then XiPτΣi ‰ ∅, so there exists v P V such that v P Σi for
each i P τ . Thus σ P FR. This shows FR “ N pAΣq. The case for R1 is analogous.
An application of Theorem 24 now completes the proof. 
Theorem 26 implies Theorem 24.
Proof. Let X and Y be two sets, and suppose X is finite. Let R Ď R1 Ď X ˆ Y be two relations. Consider
the simplicial complexes ER, FR, ER1 , FR1 as defined in Theorem 3. Let VR :“ V pERq. For each x P VR,
define Ax :“ tτ P FR : px, yq P R for all y P τu. Then Ax is a subcomplex of FR. Furthermore,
YxPVRAx “ FR. To see this, let τ P FR. Then there exists x P X such that px, yq P R for all y P τ , and so
τ P Ax.
Let A :“ tAx : x P VRu. We have seen that A is a cover of subcomplexes for FR. It is finite because
the indexing set VR is a subset of X , which is finite by assumption. Next we claim that N pAq “ ER. Let
σ P ER. Then there exists y P Y such that px, yq P R for all x P σ. Thus XxPσAx ‰ ∅, and so σ P N pAq.
Conversely, let σ P N pAq. Then XxPσAx ‰ ∅, and so there exists y P Y such that px, yq P R for all x P σ.
Thus σ P ER.
Next we check that nonempty finite intersections of elements inA are contractible. Let σ P N pAq “ ER.
Let Vσ :“ XxPσV pAxq Ď V pFRq. We claim that XxPσAx “ powpVσq, i.e. that the intersection is a full
simplex in FR, hence contractible. The inclusion XxPσAx Ď powpVσq is clear, so we show the reverse
inclusion. Let τ P powpVσq, and let y P τ . Then y P XxPσAx, so px, yq P R for each x P σ. This holds for
each y P τ , so it follows that τ P XxPσAx. Thus XxPσAx “ powpVσq. We remark that this also shows that
A is a cover of simplices for FR.
Now for each x P V pER1q, define A1x :“ tτ P FR1 : px, yq P R1 for all y P τu. Also define A1 :“ tA1x :
x P V pER1qu. The same argument shows that A1 is a finite cover of subcomplexes (in particular, a cover
of simplices) for FR1 with all finite intersections either empty or contractible, and that ER1 “ N pA1q. An
application of Theorem 26 now shows that |ER| » |FR| and |ER1 | » |FR1 |, via maps that commute up to
homotopy with the inclusions |ER| ãÑ |ER1 | and |FR| ãÑ |FR1 |. 
Theorem 25 implies Theorem 26. We lead with some remarks about the ideas involved in this proof.
Theorem 26 is a functorial statement in the sense that it is about an arbitrary inclusion Σ Ď Σ1. Restricting
the statement to just Σ would lead to a non-functorial statement. A proof of this non-functorial statement,
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via a non-functorial analogue of Theorem 25, can be obtained using techniques presented in [BKL85] (see
also [Koz07, Theorem 15.24]). We strengthen these techniques to our functorial setting and thus obtain a
proof of Theorem 26 via Theorem 25.
We first present a lemma related to barycentric subdivisions and several lemmas about gluings and ho-
motopy equivalences. These will be used in proving Theorem 26.
Definition 5 (Induced subcomplex). Let Σ be a simplicial complex, and let ∆ be a subcomplex. Then ∆ is
an induced subcomplex if ∆ “ ΣX powpV p∆qq.
Lemma 29. Let Σ be a simplicial complex, and let ∆ be a subcomplex. Then ∆p1q is an induced subcomplex
of Σp1q, i.e. ∆p1q “ Σp1q X powpV p∆p1qqq.
Proof. Let σ be a simplex of ∆p1q. Then σ belongs to Σp1q, and also to the full simplex powpV p∆p1qqq. Thus
∆p1q Ď Σp1q X powpV p∆p1qqq. Conversely, let σ P Σp1q X powpV p∆p1qqq. Since σ P Σp1q, we can write
σ “ rτ0, . . . , τks, where τ0 Ď . . . Ď τk. Since σ P powpV p∆p1qqq and the vertices of ∆p1q are simplices of
∆, we also know that each τi is a simplex of ∆. Thus σ P ∆p1q. The equality follows. 
Lemma 30 (Carrier Lemma, [BKL85] §4). LetX be a topological space, and let Σ be a simplicial complex.
Also let f, g : X Ñ |Σ| be any two continuous maps such that fpxq, gpxq belong to the same simplex of |Σ|,
for any x P X . Then f » g.
Lemma 31 (Gluing Lemma, see Lemmas 4.2, 4.7, 4.9, [BKL85]). Let Σ be a simplicial complex, and
let U Ď V pΣq. Suppose |Σ X powpUq| is contractible. Then there exists a homotopy equivalence ϕ :
|ΣY powpUq| Ñ |Σ|.
The Gluing and Carrier Lemmas presented above are classical. We provide full details for the Gluing
lemma inside the proof of the following functorial generalization of Lemma 31.
Lemma 32 (Functorial Gluing Lemma). Let Σ Ď Σ1 be two simplicial complexes. Also let U Ď V pΣq and
U 1 Ď V pΣ1q be such that U Ď U 1. Suppose |ΣX powpUq| and |Σ1 X powpU 1q| are contractible. Then,
(1) There exists a homotopy equivalence ϕ : |ΣY powpUq| Ñ |Σ| such that ϕpxq and id|ΣYpowpUq|pxq
belong to the same simplex of |ΣYpowpUq| for each x P |ΣYpowpUq|. Furthermore, the homotopy
inverse is given by the inclusion ι : |Σ| ãÑ |ΣY powpUq|.
(2) Given a homotopy equivalence ϕ : |Σ Y powpUq| Ñ |Σ| as above, there exists a homotopy equiv-
alence ϕ1 : |Σ1 Y powpU 1q| Ñ |Σ1| such that ϕ1||ΣYpowpUq| “ ϕ, and ϕ1pxq and id|Σ1YpowpU 1q|pxq
belong to the same simplex of |Σ1 Y powpU 1q| for each x P |Σ1 Y powpU 1q|. Furthermore, the
homotopy inverse is given by the inclusion ι1 : |Σ1| ãÑ |Σ1 Y powpU 1q|.
Proof of Lemma 32. The proof uses this fact: any continuous map of an n-sphere Sn into a contractible
space Y can be continuously extended to a mapping of the pn`1q-disk Dn`1 into Y , where Dn`1 has Sn as
its boundary [Spa94, p. 27]. First we define ϕ. On |Σ|, define ϕ to be the identity. Next let σ be a minimal
simplex in | powpUqzΣ|. By minimality, the boundary of σ (denoted Bdpσq) belongs to |Σ X powpUq|,
and |Σ| in particular. Thus ϕ is defined on Bdpσq, which is an n-sphere for some n ě 0. Furthermore,
ϕ maps Bdpσq into the contractible space |Σ X powpUq|. Then we use the aforementioned fact to extend
ϕ continuously to all of σ so that ϕ maps σ into |Σ X powpUq|. Furthermore, both id|ΣYpowpUq|pσq “ σ
and ϕpσq belong to the simplex | powpUq|. By iterating this procedure, we obtain a retraction ϕ : |Σ Y
powpUq| Ñ |Σ| such that ϕpxq and x belong to the same simplex in |Σ Y powpUq|, for each x P |Σ Y
powpUq|. Thus ϕ is homotopic to id|ΣYpowpUq| by Lemma 30. Thus we have a homotopy equivalence:
id|Σ| “ ϕ ˝ ι, ι ˝ ϕ » id|ΣYpowpUq| . (here ι :“ ι|Σ|ãÑ|ΣYpowpUq|)
For the second part of the proof, suppose that a homotopy equivalence ϕ : |Σ Y powpUq| Ñ |Σ| as
above is provided. We need to extend ϕ to obtain ϕ1. Define ϕ1 to be equal to ϕ on |Σ Y powpUq|, and
equal to the identity on G :“ |Σ1|z|Σ Y powpUq|. Let σ be a minimal simplex in | powpU 1q|zG. Then by
minimality, Bdpσq belongs to |Σ1 X powpU 1q|. As before, we have ϕ1 mapping Bdpσq into the contractible
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space |Σ1 X powpU 1q|, and we extend ϕ1 continuously to a map of σ into |Σ1 X powpU 1q|. Once again,
id|Σ1YpowpU 1q|pxq and ϕ1pxq belong to the same simplex | powpU 1q|, for all x P σ. Iterating this procedure
gives a continuous map ϕ1 : |Σ1 Y powpU 1q| Ñ |Σ1|. This map is not necessarily a retraction, because there
may be a simplex σ P |ΣY powpUq| X |Σ1| on which ϕ1 is not the identity. However, it still holds that ϕ1 is
continuous, and that x, ϕ1pxq get mapped to the same simplex for each x P |Σ1 Y powpU 1q|. Thus Lemma
30 still applies to show that ϕ1 is homotopic to id|Σ1YpowpU 1q|.
We write ι1 to denote the inclusion ι1 : |Σ1| ãÑ |Σ1 Y powpU 1q|. By the preceding work, we have
ι1 ˝ ϕ1 » id|Σ1YpowpU 1q|. Next let x P |Σ1|. Then either x P |Σ1| X |ΣY powpUq|, or x P G. In the first case,
we know that ϕ1pxq “ ϕpxq and id|Σ1|pxq “ id|ΣYpowpUq|pxq belong to the same simplex of |ΣY powpUq|
by the assumption on ϕ. In the second case, we know that ϕ1pxq “ x “ id|Σ1|pxq. Thus for any x P |Σ1|, we
know that ϕ1pxq and id|Σ1|pxq belong to the same simplex in |Σ1 Y powpU 1q|. By Lemma 30, we then have
ϕ1||Σ1| » id|Σ1|. Thus ϕ1 ˝ ι1 » id|Σ1|. This shows that ϕ1 is the necessary homotopy equivalence. 
Now we present the proof of Theorem 26.
Notation. Let I be an ordered set. For any subset J Ď I , we write pJq to denote the sequence pj1, j2, j3, . . .q,
where the ordering is inherited from the ordering on I .
Proof of Theorem 26. The first step is to functorially deformAΣ andAΣ1 into covers of simplices while still
preserving all associated homotopy types. Then we will be able to apply Theorem 25. We can assume by
Lemma 29 that each subcomplex Σi is induced, and likewise for each Σ1i. We start by fixing an enumeration
I 1 “ tl1, l2, . . .u. Thus I 1 becomes an ordered set.
Passing to covers of simplices. We now define some inductive constructions. In what follows, we will
define complexes denoted Σ‚,Σ1‚ obtained by “filling in" Σ and Σ1 while preserving homotopy equivalence,
as well as covers of these larger complexes denoted Σ‹,‚,Σ1‹,‚. First define:
Σpl1q :“
#
ΣY powpV pΣl1qq : if l1 P I
Σ : otherwise.
Σ1pl1q :“ Σ1 Y powpV pΣ1l1qq.
Next, for all i P I , define
Σi,pl1q :“
#
Σi Y powpV pΣiq X V pΣl1qq : if l1 P I
Σi : otherwise.
And for all i P I 1, define
Σ1i,pl1q :“ Σ1i Y powpV pΣ1iq X V pΣ1l1qq.
Now by induction, suppose Σpl1,...,lnq and Σi,pl1,...,lnq are defined for all i P I . Also suppose Σ1pl1,...,lnq and
Σ1i,pl1,...,lnq are defined for all i P I 1. Then we define:
Σpl1,...,ln,ln`1q :“
#
Σpl1,...,lnq Y powpV pΣln`1,pl1,...,lnqqq : if ln`1 P I
Σpl1,...,lnq : otherwise.
Σ1pl1,...,ln,ln`1q :“ Σ1pl1,...,lnq Y powpV pΣ1ln`1,pl1,...,lnqqq.
For all i P I , we have
Σi,pl1,l2,...,ln`1q :“
#
Σi,pl1,l2,...,lnq Y powpV pΣi,pl1,l2,...,lnqq X V pΣln`1,pl1,l2,...,lnqqq : if ln`1 P I
Σi,pl1,l2,...,lnq : otherwise.
And for all i P I 1, we have
Σ1i,pl1,l2,...,ln`1q :“ Σ1i,pl1,l2,...,lnq Y powpV pΣ1i,pl1,l2,...,lnqq X V pΣ1ln`1,pl1,l2,...,lnqqq.
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Finally, for any n ď cardpI 1q, we define AΣ,pl1,...,lnq :“ tΣi,pl1,...,lnq : i P Iu and AΣ1,pl1,...,lnq :“
tΣ1i,pl1,...,lnq : i P I 1u. We will show that these are covers of Σpl1,l2,...,lnq and Σ1pl1,l2,...,lnq, respectively.
The next step is to prove by induction that for any n ď cardpI 1q, we have |Σ| » |Σpl1,l2,...,lnq| and |Σ1| »
|Σ1pl1,l2,...,lnq|, that N pAΣq “ N pAΣ,pl1,l2,...,lnqq and N pAΣ1q “ N pAΣ1,pl1,l2,...,lnqq, and that nonempty
finite intersections of the new covers AΣ,pl1,l2,...,lnq,AΣ1,pl1,l2,...,lnq remain contractible. For the base case
n “ 0, we have Σ “ Σpq, Σ1 “ Σ1pq. Thus the base case is true by assumption. We present the inductive
step next.
Claim 4. For this claim, let ‚ denote l1, . . . , ln, where 0 ă n ă cardpI 1q. Define l :“ ln`1. Suppose the
following is true:
(1) The collections AΣ,p‚q and AΣ1,p‚q are covers of Σp‚q and Σ1p‚q.
(2) The nerves of the coverings are unchanged: N pAΣq “ N pAΣ,p‚qq and N pAΣ1q “ N pAΣ1,p‚qq.
(3) Each of the subcomplexes Σi,p‚q, i P I , and Σ1j,p‚q, j P I 1 is induced in Σp‚q and Σ1p‚q, respectively.
(4) Let σ Ď I . If XiPσΣi,p‚q is nonempty, then it is contractible. Similarly, let τ Ď I 1. If XiPτΣ1i,p‚q is
nonempty, then it is contractible.
(5) We have homotopy equivalences |Σ| » |Σp‚q| and |Σ1| » |Σ1p‚q| via maps that commute with the
canonical inclusions.
Then the preceding statements are true for Σp‚,lq, Σ1p‚,lq, AΣ,p‚,lq, and AΣ1,p‚,lq as well.
Proof. For the first claim, we have Σp‚,lq “ Σp‚q Y powpV pΣl,p‚qqq Ď YiPIΣi,p‚,lq. For the inclusion, we
used the inductive assumption that Σp‚q “ YiPIΣi,p‚q. Similarly, Σ1p‚,lq Ď YiPI 1Σ1i,p‚,lq.
For the second claim, let i P I . Then V pΣi,pl1qq “ V pΣiq, and in particular, we have V pΣi,p‚,lqq “
V pΣi,p‚qq “ V pΣiq. Next observe that for any σ Ď I , the intersection
XiPσΣi ‰ ∅ ðñ XiPσV pΣiq ‰ ∅ ðñ XiPσV pΣi,p‚,lqq ‰ ∅ ðñ XiPσΣi,p‚,lq ‰ ∅.
Thus N pAΣq “ N pAΣ,p‚qq “ N pAΣ,p‚,lqq, and similarly N pAΣ1q “ N pAΣ1,p‚qq “ N pAΣ1,p‚,lqq.
For the third claim, again let i P I . If l R I , then Σi,p‚,lq “ Σi,p‚q, so we are done by the inductive
assumption. Suppose l P I . Since Σi,p‚q is induced by the inductive assumption, we have:
Σi,p‚,lq “ Σi,p‚q Y ppowpV pΣi,p‚qq X V pΣl,p‚qqqq
“ pΣp‚q X powpV pΣi,p‚qqqq Y ppowpV pΣi,p‚qqq X powpV pΣl,p‚qqqq
“ pΣp‚q Y powpV pΣl,p‚qqqq X powpV pΣi,p‚qqq
“ Σp‚,lq X powpV pΣi,p‚qqq “ Σplq X powpV pΣi,p‚,lqqq.
Thus Σi,p‚,lq is induced. The same argument holds for the I 1 case.
For the fourth claim, let σ Ď I , and supposeXiPσΣi,p‚,lq is nonempty. By the previous claim, each Σi,p‚,lq
is induced. Thus we write:
XiPσΣi,p‚,lq “ Σp‚,lq X powpXiPσV pΣi,p‚,lqqq
“ Σp‚,lq X powpXiPσV pΣi,p‚qqq
“ pΣp‚q Y powpV pΣl,p‚qqqq X powpXiPσV pΣi,p‚qqq
“ pXiPσpΣp‚q X powpV pΣi,p‚qqqqq Y powpXiPσV pΣi,p‚qq X V pΣl,p‚qqq
“ pXiPσΣi,p‚qq Y powpXiPσV pΣi,p‚qq X V pΣl,p‚qqq.
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For convenience, define A :“ pXiPσΣi,p‚qq and B :“ powpXiPσV pΣi,p‚qq X V pΣl,p‚qqq. Then |A| is con-
tractible by inductive assumption, and |B| is a full simplex, hence contractible. Also, AXB has the form
pXiPσpΣp‚q X powpV pΣi,p‚qqqqq X powpXiPσV pΣi,p‚qq X V pΣl,p‚qqq
“Σp‚q X powpXiPσV pΣi,p‚qq X V pΣl,p‚qqq
“ XiPσ Σi,p‚q X Σl,p‚q,
and the latter is contractible by inductive assumption. Thus by Lemma 31, we have |A Y B| contractible.
This proves the claim for the case σ Ď I . The case τ Ď I 1 is similar.
Now we proceed to the final claim. Since Σl,p‚q is induced, we have Σl,p‚q “ Σp‚q X powpV pΣl,p‚qqq.
By the contractibility assumption, we know that |Σl,p‚q| is contractible. Also we know that |Σ1l,p‚q| “
|Σ1p‚q X powpV pΣ1l,p‚qqq| is contractible. By assumption we also have V pΣl,p‚qq Ď V pΣ1l,p‚qq. Thus by
Lemma 32, we obtain homotopy equivalences Φl : |Σp‚,lq| Ñ |Σp‚q| and Φ1l : |Σ1p‚,lq| Ñ |Σ1p‚q| such that Φ1l
extends Φl. Furthermore, the homotopy inverses of Φl and Φ1l are just the inclusions |Σp‚q| ãÑ |Σp‚,lq| and
|Σ1p‚q| ãÑ |Σ1p‚,lq|.
Now let ι : |Σp‚q| Ñ |Σ1p‚q| and ιl : |Σp‚,lq| Ñ |Σ1p‚,lq| denote the canonical inclusions. We wish to show
the equality Φ1l ˝ ιl “ ι ˝ Φl. Let x P |Σp‚,lq|. Because Φ1l extends Φl (this is why we needed the functorial
gluing lemma), we have
Φ1lpιlpxqqq “ Φ1lpxq “ Φlpxq “ ιpΦlpxqq.
Since x P |Σp‚,lq| was arbitrary, the equality follows immediately. By the inductive assumption, we already
have homotopy equivalences |Σp‚q| Ñ |Σ| and |Σ1p‚q| Ñ |Σ1| that commute with the canonical inclusions.
Composing these maps with Φl and Φ1l completes the proof of the claim. 
By the preceding work, we replace the subcomplexes Σl,Σ1l by full simplices of the form Σl,p‚,lq,Σ1l,p‚,lq.
In this process, the nerves remain unchanged and the complexes Σ,Σ1 are replaced by homotopy equivalent
complexes Σp‚,lq,Σ1p‚,lq. Furthermore, this process is functorial—the homotopy equivalences commute with
the canonical inclusions Σ ãÑ Σp‚,lq and Σ1 ãÑ Σ1p‚,lq.
Repeating the inductive process in Claim 4 for all the finitely many l P I yields a simplicial complex
ΣpIq along with a cover of simplices AΣ,pIq. We also perform the same procedure for all l P I 1zI (this does
not affect ΣpIq) to obtain a simplicial complex Σ1pI 1q along with a cover of simplices AΣ1,pI 1q. Furthermore,
ΣpIq and Σ1pIq are related to Σ and Σ1 by a finite sequence of homotopy equivalences that commute with the
canonical inclusions. Also, we have N pAΣq “ N pAΣ,pIqq and N pAΣ1q “ N pAΣ1,pI 1qq. Thus we obtain
the following picture:
|Σ1pI 1q|¨ ¨ ¨|Σ1pl1q||Σ1| |N pAΣ1q||N pAΣ1,pI 1qq|
|ΣpIq|¨ ¨ ¨|Σpl1q||Σ| |N pAΣq||N pAΣ,pIqq|»
»» »
» »
ιpl1qι ιNιN ,pIqιpIq
»
»
By applying Theorem 25 to the block consisting of |ΣpIq|, |Σ1pI 1q|, |N pAΣ,Iq| and |N pAΣ1,I 1q|, we obtain
a square that commutes up to homotopy. Then by composing the homotopy equivalences constructed above,
we obtain a square consisting of |Σ|, |Σ1|, |N pAΣq|, and |N pAΣ1q| that commutes up to homotopy. Thus
we obtain homotopy equivalences |Σ| » |N pAΣq| and |Σ1| » |N pAΣ1q| via maps that commute up to
homotopy with the canonical inclusions. 
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6. DOWKER PERSISTENCE DIAGRAMS AND ASYMMETRY
From the very definition of the Rips complex at any given resolution, one can see that the Rips complex
is blind to asymmetry in the input data (Remark 14). In this section, we argue that either of the Dowker
source and sink complexes is sensitive to asymmetry. Thus when analyzing datasets containing asymmetric
information, one may wish to use the Dowker filtration instead of the Rips filtration. In particular, this
property suggests that the Dowker persistence diagram is a stronger invariant for directed networks than the
Rips persistence diagram.
In this section, we consider a family of examples, called cycle networks, for which the Dowker persistence
diagrams capture meaningful structure, whereas the Rips persistence diagrams do not.
We then probe the question “What happens to the Dowker or Rips persistence diagram of a network upon
reversal of one (or more) edges?" Intuitively, if either of these persistence diagrams captures asymmetry, we
would see a change in the diagram after applying this reversal operation to an edge.
6.1. Cycle networks. For each n P N, let pXn, En,WEnq denote the weighted graph with vertex setXn :“tx1, x2, . . . , xnu, edge set En :“ tpx1, x2q, px2, x3q, . . . , pxn´1, xnq, pxn, x1qu, and edge weights WEn :
En Ñ R given by writing WEnpeq “ 1 for each e P En. Next let ωGn : Xn ˆXn Ñ R denote the shortest
path distance induced on Xn ˆXn by WEn . Then we write Gn :“ pXn, ωGnq to denote the network with
node set Xn and weights given by ωGn . Note that ωGnpx, xq “ 0 for each x P Xn. See Figure 3 for some
examples.
We say that Gn is the cycle network of length n. One can interpret cycle networks as being highly
asymmetric, because for every consecutive pair of nodes pxi, xi`1q in a graphGn, where 1 ď i mod pnq ď
n, we have ωGnpxi, xi`1q “ 1, whereas ωGnpxi`1, xiq “ diampGnq “ n´ 1, which is much larger than 1
when n is large.
To provide further evidence that Dowker persistence is sensitive to asymmetry, we computed both the Rips
and Dowker persistence diagrams, in dimensions 0 and 1, of cycle networks Gn, for values of n between
3 and 6. Computations were carried out using Javaplex in Matlab with Z2 coefficients. The results
are presented in Figure 3. Based on our computations, we were able to conjecture and prove the result in
Theorem 33, which gives a precise characterization of the 1-dimensional Dowker persistence diagram of
a cycle network Gn, for any n. Furthermore, the 1-dimensional Dowker persistence barcode for any Gn
contains only one persistent interval, which agrees with our intuition that there is only one nontrivial loop
in Gn. On the other hand, for large n, the 1-dimensional Rips persistence barcodes contain more than one
persistent interval. This can be seen in the Rips persistence barcode of G6, presented in Figure 3. Moreover,
for n “ 3, 4, the 1-dimensional Rips persistence barcode does not contain any persistent interval at all.
This suggests that Dowker persistence diagrams/barcodes are an appropriate method for analyzing cycle
networks, and perhaps asymmetric networks in general.
Notation. In the remainder of this section, we will prove results involving Dowker sink complexes of the
cycle networks Gn and associated vector spaces at a range of resolutions δ. For convenience, we will write
Dsiδ :“ Dsiδ,Gn (where n will be fixed) and Cδk :“ CkpDsiδ q, the k-chain vector space associated to Dsiδ
for each k P Z`. For each k P Z`, the boundary map from Cδk to Cδk´1 will be denoted Bδk. Whenever
we write xi to denote a vertex of Gn, the subscript i should be understood as i pmod nq. We write ei
to denote the 1-simplex rxi, xi`1s for each 1 ď i ď n, where xn`1 is understood to be x1. Given an
element γ P kerpBδkq Ď Cδ1 , we will write xγyδ to denote its equivalence class in the quotient vector space
kerpBδkq{ impBδkq. We will refer to the operation of taking this quotient as passing to homology.
The following theorem contains the characterization result for 1-dimensional Dowker persistence dia-
grams of cycle networks.
Theorem 33. Let Gn “ pXn, ωGnq be a cycle network for some n P N, n ě 3. Then we obtain:
DgmD1 pGnq “
 p1, rn{2sq P R2( .
Thus DgmD1 pGnq consists of precisely the point p1, rn{2sq P R2 with multiplicity 1.
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FIGURE 3. The first column contains illustrations of cycle networks G3, G4, G5 and G6.
The second column contains the corresponding Dowker persistence barcodes, in dimensions
0 and 1. Note that the persistent intervals in the 1-dimensional barcodes agree with the
result in Theorem 33. The third column contains the Rips persistence barcodes of each of
the cycle networks. Note that for n “ 3, 4, there are no persistent intervals in dimension 1.
On the other hand, for n “ 6, there are two persistent intervals in dimension 1.
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Proof of Theorem 33. The proof occurs in three stages: first we show that a 1-cycle appears at δ “ 1, next
we show that this 1-cycle does not become a boundary until δ “ rn{2s, and finally that any other 1-cycle
belongs to the same equivalence class upon passing to homology (this shows that the single point in the
persistence diagram has multiplicity 1).
Note that for δ ă 1, there are no 1-simplices in Dsiδ , and so H1pDsiδ q is trivial. Suppose 1 ď δ ă 2.
Claim 5. There are no 2-simplices in Dsiδ for 1 ď δ ă 2.
Proof. To see this, let xi, xj , xk be any three distinct vertices in Xn. Assume towards a contradiction that
there exists x P Xn such that pxi, xq, pxj , xq, pxk, xq P Rδ,Xn , where Rδ,Xn is as given by Equation 3. Thus
ωGnpxi, xq P t0, 1u, so either x “ xi or x “ xi`1. Similarly we get that x “ xj or x “ xj`1, and that
x “ xk or x “ xk`1. But this is a contradiction, since xi, xj , xk are all distinct. 
By the claim, there are no 2-simplices in Dsiδ , so impBδ2q is trivial and the only 1-chains are linear combi-
nations of ei terms. Next, we define:
vn :“ e1 ` e2 ` . . .` en “ rx1, x2s ` rx2, x3s ` . . .` rxn, x1s.
Note that vn P Cδ1 for all δ ě 1. One can further verify that Bδ1pvnq “ 0, for any δ ě 1. In other words, vn
is a 1-cycle for any δ ě 1.
Claim 6. Let 1 ď δ ă 2. Then vn generates kerpBδ1q Ď Cδ1 .
Proof. The only 1-simplices in Dsiδ are of the form ei, for 1 ď i ď n. So it suffices to show that any linear
combination of the ei terms is a multiple of vn. Let u “ řni“1 aiei P kerpBδ1q, for some a1, . . . , an P K.
Then,
0 “ Bδ1puq “
nÿ
i“1
aiBδ1peiq “
nÿ
i“1
aiprxi`1s ´ rxisq
“
nÿ
i“1
pai´1 ´ aiqrxis, where x0 is understood to be xn.
Since all the rxis are linearly independent, it follows that a1 “ a2 “ . . . “ an. Thus it follows that u is a
constant multiple of vn. This proves the claim. 
By the two preceding claims, it follows that txvnyδu is a basis for H1pDsiδ q, for δ P r1, 2q. More specifi-
cally, xvnyδ is a cycle that appears at δ “ 1 and does not become a boundary until at least δ “ 2, and any
other cycle in Cδ1 , for δ P r1, 2q, is in the linear span of vn. Next, suppose δ ě 2. Note that this allows
the appearance of cycles that are not in the span of vn. In the next claim, we show that upon passing to
homology, the equivalence class of any such cycle coincides with that of vn. This will show that there can
be at most one nontrivial element in Dgmsi1 pGnq.
Claim 7. Let δ ě 2, and let y “ řpi“1 aiσi P kerpBδ1q for some p P N, some a1, . . . , ap P K, and some
σ1, . . . , σp P Dsiδ . Then there exists a choice of coefficients pbiqni“1 P Kn such that z “
řn
i“1 biei P kerpBδ1q
and y ´ z P impBδ2q. Moreover, we obtain xyyδ “ xzyδ “ xvnyδ upon passing to homology.
Proof. To see this, fix σi P Dsiδ , and write σi “ rxj , xks for some 1 ď j, k ď n. If k “ j ` 1 (resp.
k “ j ´ 1), then we already have σi “ ej (resp. σi “ ek), so there is nothing more to show. Assume
k R tj ` 1, j ´ 1u. Since ωGnpxj , xkq ` ωGnpxk, xjq “ n, we have two cases: (1) ωGnpxj , xkq ď n{2, or
(2) ωGnpxk, xjq ă n{2. In the first case, we have k “ j ` l for some integer l P r2, n{2s (all numbers are
taken modulo n). In the second case, j “ k` l for some integer l P r2, n{2q (also modulo n). The situation
is illustrated in Figure 4. Both cases are similar, so we only prove the case ωGnpxj , xkq ď n{2.
Recall that any δ-sink x P Xn for rxj , xks satisfies maxpωGnpxj , xq, ωGnpxk, xqq ď δ, by the δ-sink
condition (Equation 4). Also note that such a δ-sink x satisfies
maxpωGnpxj , xq, ωGnpxk, xqq ě ωGnpxj , xkq,
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FIGURE 4. Given two points xj , xk P Xn, we have either ωGnpxj , xkq ď n{2, or
ωGnpxk, xjq ă n{2. To see this, note that ωGnpx, x1q ` ωGnpx1, xq “ n for any
x ‰ x1 P Xn.
FIGURE 5. Three possible locations for a δ-sink x of a simplex rxj , xks, assuming that
ωGnpxj , xkq ď n{2. For the figure on the left, note that ωGnpxk, xq ě n{2 ě ωGnpxj , xkq.
For the figure in the middle, note that ωGnpxj , xq ě ωGnpxj , xkq. Finally, for the figure on
the right, where x “ xk, note that ωGnpxj , xq “ ωGnpxj , xkq and ωGnpxk, xq “ 0.
as can be seen from Figure 5. So whenever some x P Xn is a δ-sink for rxj , xks, we have xk as a valid
δ-sink for rxj , xks. Since rxj , xks P Dsiδ , it must have a δ-sink x P Xn. Thus xk is a valid δ-sink for rxj , xks.
Next let l P r2, n{2s be an integer such that k “ j ` l (modulo n). Notice that:
0 “ ωGnpxk, xkq “ ωGnpxj`l, xkq ă ωGnpxj`l´1, xkq ă . . . ă ωGnpxj`1, xkq ă ωGnpxj , xkq ď δ.
Then observe that:
rxj , xj`1, xks, rxj`1, xj`2, xks, . . . , rxk´2, xk´1, xks P Dsiδ ,
since xk is a δ-sink for all these 2-simplices. One can then verify the following:
Bδ2 prxj , xj`1, xks ` rxj`1, xj`2, xks ` . . .` rxk´2, xk´1, xksq
“ Bδ2
˜
k´j´2ÿ
q“0
rxj`q, xj`q`1, xks
¸
“
k´j´2ÿ
q“0
rxj`q`1, xks ´
k´j´2ÿ
q“0
rxj`q, xks `
k´j´2ÿ
q“0
rxj`q, xj`q`1s
“
k´j´2ÿ
q“0
rxj`q`1, xks ´ rxj , xks ´
k´j´3ÿ
q“0
rxj`q`1, xks `
k´j´2ÿ
q“0
rxj`q, xj`q`1s
“ rxj , xj`1s ` rxj`1, xj`2s ` . . .` rxk´1, xks ´ rxj , xks
“ ej ` ej`1 ` . . .` ek´1 ´ σi.
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Thus aipej ` ej`1 ` . . . ` ek´1q ´ aiσi P impBδ2q. Repeating this process for all σi, i P t1, . . . , pu, we
may obtain the coefficients pbiqni“1 such that
řp
i“1 aiσi ´
řn
i“1 biei P impBδ2q. Let z “
řn
i“1 biei. Then
y ´ z P impBδ2q. Moreover, since Bδ1 ˝ Bδ2 “ 0, it follows that Bδ1pyq ´ Bδ1pzq “ 0, so z P kerpBδ1q.
Finally, note that an argument analogous to that of Claim 6 shows that b1 “ b2 “ . . . “ bn. Hence it
follows that z is a multiple of vn. Thus xzyδ “ xvnyδ. This proves the claim. 
By Claims 6 and 7, it follows that H1pDsiδ q is generated by xvnyδ for all δ ě 1, so dimpH1pDsiδ qq ď 1 for
all δ ě 1. It remains to show that xvnyδ does not become trivial until δ “ rn{2s.
The cases n “ 3, 4 can now be completed quickly, so we focus on these simpler situations first. For
either of n “ 3, 4, we have rn{2s “ 2. Suppose δ “ 2 and n “ 3. Then we have rx1, x2, x3s P Dsiδ because
diampGnq “ 2 and any of x1, x2, x3 can be a 2-sink for rx1, x2, x3s. Then,
Bδ2prx1, x2, x3sq “ rx2, x3s ´ rx1, x3s ` rx1, x2s “ e1 ` e2 ` e3 “ v3.
Recall that by Claim 5, v3 R impBδ2q for any δ ă 2. Thus by Claim 6 and the preceding equation, v3 generates
kerpBδ1q for 1 ď δ ă 2, and becomes a boundary for precisely δ ě 2. Thus Dgmsi1 pG3q “ tp1, 2qu . Next,
suppose δ “ 2 and n “ 4. Then we have rx1, x2, x3s, rx1, x3, x4s P Dsiδ with x3, x1 as 2-sinks, respectively.
By a direct computation, we then have:
Bδ2prx1, x2, x3s ` rx1, x3, x4sq “ e1 ` e2 ` e3 ` e4 “ v4.
By following the same argument as for the case n “ 3, we see that Dgmsi1 pG4q “ tp1, 2qu .
In the sequel, we assume that n ą 4. Recall that it remains to show that xvnyδ does not become trivial
until δ “ rn{2s, and that xvnyδ “ 0 for all δ ě rn{2s. We have already shown that xvnyδ is not trivial for
δ P r1, 2q. We proceed by defining the following:
γn :“ rx1, x2, x3s ` rx1, x3, x4s ` . . .` rx1, xn´1, xns “
n´2ÿ
i“1
rx1, xi`1, xi`2s.
Claim 8. For each δ ě rn{2s, we have γn P Cδ2 and Bδ2pγnq “ vn. In particular, xvnyδ “ 0 for all such δ.
Proof. Let δ ě rn{2s. Notice that
ωGnpxrn{2s`1, x1q “ n´ ωGnpx1, xrn{2s`1q “ n´ rn{2s ď n{2 ď rn{2s ď δ,
so ωGnpxi, x1q ď δ for each i P trn{2s ` 1, rn{2s ` 2, . . . , nu. Then for each i P trn{2s ` 1, rn{2s `
2, . . . , n´ 1u, we have rxi, xi`1, x1s P Dsiδ , with x1 as a δ-sink.
Also notice that for each i P t1, . . . , rn{2su,
ωGnpxi, xrn{2s`1q ď ωGnpx1, xrn{2s`1q “ rn{2s ď δ,
so ωGnpxi, xrn{2s`1q ď δ. Thus for any i P t2, . . . , rn{2su, we have rx1, xi, xi`1s P Dsiδ , with xrn{2s`1 as a
δ-sink.
Combining the two preceding observations, we see that for any i P t2, . . . , n´2u, we have rx1, xi`1, xi`2s P
Dsiδ . It follows that γn P Cδ2 .
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FIGURE 6. Placement of xrn{2s and xrn{2s´1, depending on whether n is even or not.
Next we observe the following:
Bδ2pγnq “ Bδ2
˜
n´2ÿ
i“1
rx1, xi`1, xi`2s
¸
“
n´2ÿ
i“1
rxi`1, xi`2s ´
n´2ÿ
i“1
rx1, xi`2s `
n´2ÿ
i“1
rx1, xi`1s
“
n´2ÿ
i“1
rxi`1, xi`2s ´
n´2ÿ
i“1
rx1, xi`2s ` rx1, x2s `
n´2ÿ
i“2
rx1, xi`1s
“
n´2ÿ
i“1
rxi`1, xi`2s ` rx1, x2s ´ rx1, xns “ vn.
It follows that for any δ ě rn{2s, we have vn P impBδ2q, and so xvnyδ “ 0 for each such δ. 
Claim 9. There does not exist δ P r2, rn{2sq such that xvnyδ is trivial.
Proof. Let 2 ď δ ă rn{2s. As a first step, we wish to show that γn R Cδ2 . For this step, it suffices to show
that the 2-simplex σ :“ rx1, xrn{2s, xrn{2s`1s does not belong to Dsiδ . The placement of xrn{2s and xrn{2s`1
is illustrated in Figure 6.
By an argument similar to that used in Figure 5, one can verify that there exists a δ-sink for σ if and only
if at least one of x1, xrn{2s, xrn{2s`1 is a δ-sink for σ. But note the following:
ωGnpxrn{2s, x1q “ n´ prn{2s´ 1q “
#
n{2` 1 : n even
rn{2s : n odd
ě rn{2s ą δ,
so x1 cannot be a δ-sink for σ. Similarly we note that ωGnpxrn{2s`1, xrn{2sq “ n ą δ and ωGnpx1, xrn{2s`1q “
rn{2s ą δ, so neither xrn{2s nor xrn{2s`1 can be δ-sinks for σ. Thus σ R Dsiδ , and so γn R Cδ2 .
Suppose there exists γ1 P Cδ2 such that Bδ2pγ1q “ vn. Since rx1, x2s is a summand of vn, we must have
ajrx1, x2, xjs as a summand of γ1, for some coefficient aj and some 3 ď j ď n. First suppose that xj is
a sink for rx1, x2, xjs. We claim that γ1 is homologous to a chain containing rx1, x2, x3s as a summand. If
j “ 3, then we are done, so suppose j ą 3. Then we also know that rx1, x2, x3, xjs is a 3-simplex in Dsiδ .
Let γ2 be the chain obtained from γ1 by replacing rx1, x2, xjs with rx1, x2, x3s´ rx2, x3, xjs` rx1, x3, xjs.
Since Bδ3prx1, x2, x3, xjsq “ rx2, x3, xjs ´ rx1, x3, xjs ` rx1, x2, xjs ´ rx1, x2, x3s and Bδ2 ˝ Bδ3 “ 0, we
know that Bδ2pγ2q “ Bδ2pγ1q “ vn.
Now Bδ2prx1, x2, x3sq contributes an rx1, x3s summand which does not appear in vn, so it must be can-
celled by some other terms in γ1 (resp. γ2). Thus there must exist another 2-simplex rx1, x3, xks in Dsiδ ,
where k ‰ 2. But we can repeat the preceding argument to obtain a chain homologous to γ1 containing both
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rx1, x2, x3s and rx1, x3, x4s as summands. Proceeding in this way, we obtain a chain homologous to γ1 that
contains rx1, xrn{2s, xrn{2s`1s as a summand. But this is a contradiction to what we have shown previously,
i.e. that rx1, xrn{2s, xrn{2s`1s is not a simplex in Dsiδ .
In the case where xj is not a sink for rx1, x2, xjs, we must have x2 as a sink instead. Using similar
reasoning as above, we can replace γ1 in this instance by a homologous chain containing rxn, x1, x2s as
a summand. Since rxn, x2s is not a summand of vn, we can obtain another homologous chain containing
rxn´1, xn, x1s as a summand, then a homologous chain containing rxn´1, xn, x1s, rxn´2, xn´1, x1s as sum-
mands, and so on until we again obtain a homologous chain containing rx1, xrn{2s, xrn{2s`1s as a summand.
Once again, this is a contradiction. This proves the claim. 
Thus we have shown that vn is a nontrivial cycle that appears at δ “ 1, and becomes a boundary at
exactly δ “ rn{2s. Furthermore, we have shown that upon passing to homology, the equivalence classes of
all cycles coincide with that of vn. Thus there is only one off-diagonal point p1, rn{2sq on the 1-dimensional
persistence diagram, which appears with multiplicity one. This concludes the proof. 
Remark 34. From our experimental results (see Figure 3), it appears that the 1-dimensional Rips persis-
tence diagram of a cycle network does not admit a characterization as simple as that given by Theorem 33
for the 1-dimensional Dowker persistence diagram. Moreover, the Rips complexes RδGn , δ P R, n P N cor-
respond to certain types of independence complexes that appear independently in the literature, and whose
homotopy types remain open [Eng09, Question 5.3]. On a related note, we point the reader to [AA15] for a
complete characterization of the homotopy types of Rips complexes of points on the circle (equipped with
the restriction of the arc length metric).
To elaborate on the connection to [Eng09], we write Hkn to denote the undirected graph with vertex sett1, . . . , nu, and edges given by pairs pi, jqwhere 1 ď i ă j ď n and either j´i ă k or pn`iq´j ă k. Next
we write IndpHknq to denote the independence complex of Hkn , which is the simplicial complex consisting
of subsets σ Ď t1, 2, . . . , nu such that no two elements of σ are connected by an edge in Hkn . Then we
have IndpHknq “ Rn´kGn for each k, n P N such that k ă n. To gain intuition for this equality, fix a
basepoint 1, and consider the values of j P N for which the simplex r1, js belongs to IndpHknq and to Rn´kGn ,
respectively. In either case, we have k ` 1 ď j ď n ´ k ` 1. Using the rotational symmetry of the points,
one can then obtain the remaining 1-simplices. Rips complexes are determined by their 1-skeleton, so this
suffices to construct Rn´kGn . Analogously, IndpHknq is determined by the edges in Hkn , and hence also by its
1-skeleton. In [Eng09, Question 5.3], the author writes that the homotopy type of IndpHknq is still unsolved.
Characterizing the persistence diagrams DgmRk pGnq thus seems to be a useful future step, both in providing
a computational suggestion for the homotopy type of IndpHknq, and also in providing a valuable example in
the study of persistence of directed networks.
Remark 35. Theorem 33 has the following implication for data analysis: nontrivial 1-dimensional homol-
ogy in the Dowker persistence diagram of an asymmetric network suggests the presence of directed cycles
in the underlying data. Of course, it is not necessarily true that nontrivial 1-dimensional persistence can
occur only in the presence of a directed circle.
Remark 36. Our motivation for studying cycle networks is that they constitute directed analogues of circles,
and we were interested in seeing if the 1-dimensional Dowker persistence diagram would be able to capture
this analogy. Theorem 33 shows that this is indeed the case: we get a single nontrivial 1-dimensional
persistence interval, which is what we would expect when computing the persistent homology of a circle
in the metric space setting. We further studied the 2-dimensional Dowker persistence diagrams of cycle
networks. Our computational examples, some of which are illustrated in Figure 7, enabled us to conjecture:
Conjecture 1. Let n P N, n ě 3, and let Gn be a cycle network. If n is odd, then DgmD2 pGnq is trivial. If
n is even, then DgmD2 pGnq “ rpn2 , n2 ` 1q P R2s, and the multiplicity of this point is n2 ´ 1.
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FIGURE 7. Sample 2-dimensional Dowker persistence barcodes for cycle networks
G4, G6, G8. In our experiments, 2-dimensional Dowker persistence barcodes for Gn were
always empty for n odd.
This computationally motivated conjecture is in fact true; moreover, we have a full characterization of the
persistence diagram of a cycle network across all dimensions k P Z`. This characterization relies on results
in [AA15] and [AAF`16], and is stated for even and odd dimensions below:
Theorem 37 (Even dimension). Fix n P N, n ě 3. If l P N is such that n is divisible by pl ` 1q, and
k :“ nll`1 is such that 0 ď k ď n ´ 2, then DgmD2lpGnq consists of precisely the point p nll`1 , nll`1 ` 1q with
multiplicity nl`1 ´ 1. If l or k do not satisfy the conditions above, then DgmD2lpGnq is trivial.
As a special case, Theorem 37 proves Conjecture 1 by setting l “ 1. If n is odd, then it is not divisible by
pl`1q “ 2, and so DgmD2 pGnq is trivial. If n is even, then it is divisible by pl`1q “ 2, and nll`1 “ n2 ď n´2
because n is at least 4. Thus DgmD2 pGnq consists of the point pn2 , n2 ` 1q with multiplicity n2 ´ 1.
Theorem 38 (Odd dimension). Fix n P N, n ě 3. Then for l P N, defineMl :“
!
m P N : nll`1 ă m ă npl`1ql`2
)
.
If Ml is empty, then DgmD2l`1pGnq is trivial. Otherwise, we have:
DgmD2l`1pGnq “
!´
al,
Q
npl`1q
l`2
U¯)
,
where al :“ min tm PMlu . We use set notation (instead of multisets) to mean that the multiplicity is 1.
In particular, for l “ 0, we have nll`1 “ 0 and npl`1ql`2 “ n2 ě 3{2, so 1 PMl. Thus we have DgmD1 pGnq “ `
1,
P
n
2
T˘(
, and so Theorem 38 recovers Theorem 33 as a special case. However, whereas the proof of
Theorem 33 is elementary and pedagogical (it relies on intuitive observations about the structure of a cycle
network), the proofs of Theorems 37 and 38 use sophisticated machinery developed across [AA15] and
[AAF`16]. We provide details for Theorem 33 in the body of the paper, and relegate full details of Theorems
37 and 38 to Appendix B.
6.2. Sensitivity to network transformations. We first make the following:
Definition 6 (Pair swaps). Let pX,ωXq P N be a network. For any z, z1 P X , define the pz, z1q-swap of
pX,ωXq to be the network SXpz, z1q :“ pXz,z1 , ωz,z1X q defined as follows:
Xz,z
1
:“ X,
For any x, x1 P Xz,z1 , ωz,z1X px, x1q :“
$’&’%
ωXpx1, xq : x “ z, x1 “ z1
ωXpx1, xq : x1 “ z, x “ z1
ωXpx, x1q : otherwise.
We then pose the following question:
Given a network pX,ωXq and an px, x1q-swap SXpx, x1q for some x, x1 P X , how do the
Rips or Dowker persistence diagrams of SXpx, x1q differ from those of pX,ωXq?
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FIGURE 8. pY, ωY q is the pa, cq-swap of pX,ωXq.
This situation is illustrated in Figure 8. Example 42 shows an example where the Dowker persistence
diagram captures the variation in a network that occurs after a pair swap, whereas the Rips persistence
diagram fails to capture this difference. Furthermore, Remark 40 shows that Rips persistence diagrams
always fail to do so.
We also consider the extreme situation where all the directions of the edges of a network are reversed,
i.e. the network obtained by applying the pair swap operation to each pair of nodes. We would intuitively
expect that the persistence diagrams would not change. The following discussion shows that the Rips and
Dowker persistence diagrams are invariant under taking the transpose of a network.
Proposition 39. Recall the transposition map t and the shorthand notation XJ “ tpXq from Definition 1.
Let k P Z`. Then Dgmsik pXq “ Dgmsok pXJq, and therefore DgmDk pXq “ DgmDk pXJq by Theorem 3.
Remark 40 (Pair swaps and their effect). Let pX,ωXq P N , let z, z1 P X , and let σ P powpXq. Then we
have:
max
x,x1Pσ ωXpx, x
1q “ max
x,x1Pσ ω
z,z1
X px, x1q.
Using this observation, one can then repeat the arguments used in the proof of Proposition 39 to show that:
DgmRk pXq “ DgmRk pSXpz, z1qq, for each k P Z`.
This encodes the intuitive fact that Rips persistence diagrams are blind to pair swaps. Moreover, succesively
applying the pair swap operation over all pairs produces the transpose of the original network, and so it
follows that DgmRk pXq “ DgmRk pXJq.
On the other hand, k-dimensional Dowker persistence diagrams are not necessarily invariant to pair swaps
when k ě 1. Indeed, Example 42 below constructs a space X for which there exist points z, z1 P X such
that
DgmD1 pXq ‰ DgmD1 pSXpz, z1qq.
However, 0-dimensional Dowker persistence diagrams are still invariant to pair swaps:
Proposition 41. Let pX,ωXq P N , let z, z1 be any two points in Z, and let σ P powpXq. Then we have:
DgmD0 pXq “ DgmD0 pSXpz, z1qq.
Example 42. Consider the three node dissimilarity networks pX,ωXq and pY, ωY q in Figure 8. Note that
pY, ωY q coincides with SXpa, cq. We present both the Dowker and Rips persistence barcodes obtained from
these networks. Note that the Dowker persistence barcode is sensitive to the difference between pX,ωXq
and pY, ωY q, whereas the Rips barcode is blind to this difference. We refer the reader to §7 for details on
how we compute these barcodes.
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FIGURE 9. Dowker persistence barcodes of networks pX,ωXq and pY, ωY q from Figure 8.
FIGURE 10. Rips persistence barcodes of networks pX,ωXq and pY, ωY q from Figure 8.
Note that the Rips diagrams indicate no persistent homology in dimensions higher than 0,
in contrast with the Dowker diagrams in Figure 9.
To show how the Dowker complex is constructed, we also list the Dowker sink complexes of the networks
in Figure 8, and also the corresponding homology dimensions across a range of resolutions. Note that when
we write ra, bspaq, we mean that a is a sink corresponding to the simplex ra, bs.
Dsi0,X “ tras, rbs, rcsu dimpH1pDsi0,Xqq “ 0
Dsi1,X “ tras, rbs, rcs, ra, bspaqu dimpH1pDsi1,Xqq “ 0
Dsi2,X “ tras, rbs, rcs, ra, bspaq, ra, cspaq, rb, cspaq, ra, b, cspaqu dimpH1pDsi2,Xqq “ 0
Dsi3,X “ tras, rbs, rcs, ra, bspaq, ra, cspaq, rb, cspaq, ra, b, cspaqu dimpH1pDsi3,Xqq “ 0
Dsi0,Y “ tras, rbs, rcsu dimpH1pDsi0,Y qq “ 0
Dsi1,Y “ tras, rbs, rcs, ra, bspaqu dimpH1pDsi1,Y qq “ 0
Dsi2,Y “ tras, rbs, rcs, ra, bspaq, ra, cspcqu dimpH1pDsi2,Y qq “ 0
Dsi3,Y “ tras, rbs, rcs, ra, bspaq, ra, cspcq, rb, cspbqu dimpH1pDsi3,Y qq “ 1
Dsi4,Y “ tras, rbs, rcs, ra, bspaq, ra, cspaq, rb, cspaq, ra, b, cspaqu dimpH1pDsi4,Y qq “ 0
Note that for δ P r3, 4q, dimpH1pDsiδ,Y qq “ 1, whereas dimpH1pDsiδ,Xqq “ 0 for each δ P R.
Based on the discussion in Remark 40, Proposition 41, and Example 42, we conclude the following:
Moral: Unlike Rips persistence diagrams, Dowker persistence diagrams are truly sensitive to asymmetry.
We summarize some of these results:
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Theorem 43. Recall the symmetrization and transposition maps s and t from Definition 1. Then:
(1) R ˝ s “ R,
(2) Dso ˝ t “ Dsi, and
(3) Dsi ˝ t “ Dso.
Also, there exist pX,ωXq, pY, ωY q P N such that pDsi ˝ sqpXq ‰ DsipXq, and pDso ˝ sqpY q ‰ DsopY q.
Proof. These follow from Example 42, Remark 14, and Proposition 39. 
7. IMPLEMENTATION AND AN EXPERIMENT ON NETWORK CLASSIFICATION
In this section, we present the results of an experiment where we applied our methods to perform a
classification task on a database of networks. All persistent homology computations were carried out using
the Javaplex package for Matlab. A full description of Javaplex can be found in [TVJA]. We used
K “ Z2 as the field of coefficients for all our persistence computations. The dataset and software used
for our computations are available as part of the PersNet software package on https://research.
math.osu.edu/networks/Datasets.html. A version of our simulated hippocampal networks
experiment has appeared in [CM16b].
All networks in the following experiment were normalized to have weights in the range r0, 1s. For each
network, we computed Dowker sink complexes at resolutions δ “ 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, . . . , 1.00. This filtration
was then passed into Javaplex, which produced 0 and 1-dimensional Dowker persistence barcodes.
7.1. Simulated hippocampal networks. In the neuroscience literature, it has been shown that as an animal
explores a given environment or arena, specific “place cells" in the hippocampus show increased activity
at specific spatial regions, called “place fields" [OD71]. Each place cell shows a spike in activity when the
animal enters the place field linked to this place cell, accompanied by a drop in activity as the animal moves
far away from this place field. To understand how the brain processes this data, a natural question to ask is
the following: Is the time series data of the place cell activity, referred to as “spike trains", enough to detect
the structure of the arena?
Approaches based on homology [CI08] and persistent homology [DMFC12] have shown positive results
in this direction. In [DMFC12], the authors simulated the trajectory of a rat in an arena containing “holes." A
simplicial complex was then built as follows: whenever n` 1 place cells with overlapping place fields fired
together, an n-simplex was added. This yield a filtered simplicial complexed indexed by a time parameter.
By computing persistence, it was then shown that the number of persistent bars in the 1-dimensional barcode
of this filtered simplicial complex would accurately represent the number of holes in the arena.
We repeated this experiment with the following change in methodology: we simulated the movement of
an animal, and corresponding hippocampal activity, in arenas with a variety of obstacles. We then induced
a directed network from each set of hippocampal activity data, and computed the associated 1-dimensional
Dowker persistence diagrams. We were interested in seeing if the bottleneck distances between diagrams
arising from similar arenas would differ significantly from the bottleneck distance between diagrams arising
from different arenas. To further exemplify our methods, we repeated our analysis after computing the
1-dimensional Rips persistence diagrams from the hippocampal activity networks.
In our experiment, there were five arenas. The first was a square of side length L “ 10, with four
circular “holes" or “forbidden zones" of radius 0.2L that the trajectory could not intersect. The other four
arenas were those obtained by removing the forbidden zones one at a time. In what follows, we refer to
the arenas of each type as 4-hole, 3-hole, 2-hole, 1-hole, and 0-hole arenas. For each arena, a random-walk
trajectory of 5000 steps was generated, where the animal could move along a square grid with 20 points in
each direction. The grid was obtained as a discretization of the box r0, Lsˆ r0, Ls, and each step had length
0.05L. The animal could move in each direction with equal probability. If one or more of these moves
took the animal outside the arena (a disallowed move), then the probabilities were redistributed uniformly
among the allowed moves. Each trajectory was tested to ensure that it covered the entire arena, excluding the
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forbidden zones. Formally, we write the time steps as a set T :“ t1, 2, . . . , 5000u, and denote the trajectory
as a map traj : T Ñ r0, Ls2.
For each of the five arenas, 20 trials were conducted, producing a total of 100 trials. For each trial lk,
an integer nk was chosen uniformly at random from the interval r150, 200s. Then nk place fields of radius
0.05L were scattered uniformly at random inside the corresponding arena for each lk. An illustration of
the place field distribution is provided in Figure 11. A spike on a place field was recorded whenever the
trajectory would intersect it. So for each 1 ď i ď nk, the spiking pattern of cell xi, corresponding to place
field PFi, was recorded via a function ri : T Ñ t0, 1u given by:
riptq “
#
1 : if trajptq intersects PFi,
0 : otherwise
t P T.
The matrix corresponding to ri is called the raster of cell xi. A sample raster is illustrated in Figure
11. For each trial lk, the corresponding network pXk, ωXkq was constructed as follows: Xk consisted of nk
nodes representing place fields, and for each 1 ď i, j ď nk, the weight ωXkpxi, xjq was given by:
ωXkpxi, xjq :“ 1´
Ni,jp5qřnk
i“1Ni,jp5q
,
where Ni,jp5q “ card
` ps, tq P T 2 : t P r2, 5000s, t´ s P r1, 5s, rjptq “ 1, ripsq “ 1(˘ .
In words, Ni,jp5q counts the pairs of times ps, tq, s ă t, such that cell xj spikes (at a time t) after cell xi
spikes (at a time s), and the delay between the two spikes is fewer than 5 time steps. The idea is that if cell
xj frequently fires within a short span of time after cell xi fires, then place fields PFi and PFj are likely to
be in close proximity to each other. The column sum of the matrix corresponding to ωXk is normalized to
1, and so ωJXk can be interpreted as the transition matrix of a Markov process.
Next, we computed the 1-dimensional Dowker persistence diagrams of each of the 100 networks. Note
that DgmD1 pωXq “ DgmD1 pωJXq by Proposition 39, so we are actually obtaining the 1-dimensional Dowker
persistence diagrams of transition matrices of Markov processes. We then computed a 100 ˆ 100 matrix
consisting of the bottleneck distances between all the 1-dimensional persistence diagrams. The single link-
age dendrogram generated from this bottleneck distance matrix is shown in Figure 12. The labels are in the
format env-<nh>-<nn>, where nh is the number of holes in the arena/environment, and nn is the num-
ber of place fields. Note that with some exceptions, networks corresponding to the same arena are clustered
together. We conclude that the Dowker persistence diagram succeeded in capturing the intrinsic differences
between the five classes of networks arising from the five different arenas, even when the networks had
different sizes.
We then computed the Rips persistence diagrams of each network, and computed the 100ˆ100 bottleneck
distance matrix associated to the collection of 1-dimensional diagrams. The single linkage dendrogram
generated from this matrix is given in Figure 13. Notice that the Rips dendrogram does not do a satisfactory
job of classifying arenas correctly.
Remark 44. We note that an alternative method of comparing the networks obtained from our simulations
would have been to compute the pairwise network distances, and plot the results in a dendrogram. But dN
is NP-hard to compute—this follows from the fact that computing dN includes the problem of computing
Gromov-Hausdorff distance between finite metric spaces, which is NP-hard [Sch15]. So instead, we are
computing the bottleneck distances between 1-dimensional Dowker persistence diagrams, as suggested by
Remark 16.
8. DISCUSSION
We provided a complete description of the Rips and Dowker persistence diagrams of general networks.
The stability results we have provided give quantitative guarantees on the robustness of these persistence
diagrams. As a building block, we proved a functorial generalization of Dowker’s theorem, which also
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FIGURE 11. Bottom right: Sample place cell spiking pattern matrix. The x-axis corre-
sponds to the number of time steps, and the y-axis corresponds to the number of place cells.
Black dots represent spikes. Clockwise from bottom middle: Sample distribution of place
field centers in 4, 3, 0, 1, and 2-hole arenas.
yields an independent proof of a folklore strengthening of Dowker’s theorem. We have provided numerous
examples suggesting that Dowker persistence diagrams are an appropriate method for analyzing general
asymmetric networks. For a particular class of such examples, the family of cycle networks, we have
fully characterized their Dowker persistence diagrams in all dimensions. Finally, we have implemented our
methods for a classification task on a database of networks, and provided interpretations for our results.
We believe that the story of “persistent homology of asymmetric networks" has more aspects to be un-
covered. Of particular interest to us is the analysis of alternative methods of producing simplicial complexes
from asymmetric networks, for example, the directed flag complex construction of [DHR`16]. Yet another
interesting extension to the non-metric framework has appeared in [EW16], in the context of computing
generalized Cˇech and Rips complexes for Bregman divergences. We remark that a persistent homology
framework for the directed flag complex has been proposed by [Tur16], but the computational aspects of
this construction have not been addressed in the current literature. Another approach for computing per-
sistence diagrams from asymmetric networks, which bypasses the construction of any simplicial complex
and operates directly at the chain level is given in [CM17]. Some other interesting questions relate to cycle
networks: for example, we would like to obtain a characterization of the Rips persistence diagrams of cycle
networks for any dimension k ě 1. Finally, it is important to devise more efficient implementations for the
Dowker complexes we present here. It is likely that ideas from the literature on efficient construction of
Cˇech complexes [DI12, EW16] will be helpful in this regard.
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FIGURE 12. Single linkage dendrogram corresponding to the distance matrix obtained by
computing bottleneck distances between 1-dimensional Dowker persistence diagrams of
our database of hippocampal networks (§7.1). Note that the 4, 3, and 2-hole arenas are well
separated into clusters at threshold 0.1.
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FIGURE 13. Single linkage dendrogram corresponding to the distance matrix obtained by
computing bottleneck distances between 1-dimensional Rips persistence diagrams of our
database of hippocampal networks (§7.1). Notice that the hierarchical clustering fails to
capture the correct arena types.
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APPENDIX A. PROOFS
Proof of Lemma 8. The first inequality holds by the Algebraic Stability Theorem. For the second inequality,
note that the contiguous simplicial maps in the diagrams above induce chain maps between the correspond-
ing chain complexes, and these in turn induce equal linear maps at the level of homology vector spaces. To
be more precise, first consider the maps tδ`η,δ1`η ˝ ϕδ and ϕδ1 ˝ sδ,δ1 . These simplicial maps induce linear
maps ptδ`η,δ1`η ˝ ϕδq#, pϕδ1 ˝ sδ,δ1q# : HkpFδq Ñ HkpGδ1`ηq. Because the simplicial maps are assumed
to be contiguous, we have:
ptδ`η,δ1`η ˝ ϕδq# “ pϕδ1 ˝ sδ,δ1q#.
By invoking functoriality of homology, we then have:
ptδ`η,δ1`ηq# ˝ pϕδq# “ pϕδ1q# ˝ psδ,δ1q#.
Analogous results hold for the other pairs of contiguous maps. Thus we obtain commutative diagrams upon
passing to homology, and so HkpFq,HkpGq are η-interleaved for each k P Z`. Thus we get:
dIpHkpFq,HkpGqq ď η. 
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Proof of Proposition 9. First we show that:
dN pX,Y q ě 12 inftmaxpdispϕq,dispψq, CX,Y pϕ,ψq, CY,Xpψ,ϕqq : ϕ : X Ñ Y, ψ : Y Ñ X any mapsu.
Let η “ dN pX,Y q, and let R be a correspondence such that dispRq “ 2η. We can define maps ϕ : X Ñ Y
and ψ : Y Ñ X as follows: for each x P X , set ϕpxq “ y for some y such that px, yq P R. Similarly,
for each y P Y , set ψpyq “ x for some x such that px, yq P R. Thus for any x P X, y P Y , we obtain
|ωXpx, ψpyqq´ωY pϕpxq, yq| ď 2η and |ωXpψpyq, xq´ωY py, ϕpxqq| ď 2η. So we have bothCX,Y pϕ,ψq ď
2η and CY,Xpψ,ϕq ď 2η. Also for any x, x1 P X , we have px, ϕpxqq, px1, ϕpx1qq P R. Thus we also have
|ωXpx, x1q ´ ωY pϕpxq, ϕpx1qq| ď 2η.
So dispϕq ď 2η and similarly dispψq ď 2η. This proves the “ě" case.
Next we wish to show:
dN pX,Y q ď 12 inftmaxpdispϕq,dispψq, CX,Y pϕ,ψq, CY,Xpψ,ϕqq : ϕ : X Ñ Y, ψ : Y Ñ X any mapsu.
Suppose ϕ,ψ are given, and 12 maxpdispϕq, dispψq, CX,Y pϕ,ψq, CY,Xpψ,ϕqq “ η.
Let RX “ tpx, ϕpxq : x P Xu and let RY “ tpψpyq, yq : y P Y u. Then R “ RX Y RY is a correspon-
dence. We wish to show that for any z “ pa, bq, z1 “ pa1, b1q P R,
|ωXpa, a1q ´ ωY pb, b1q| ď 2η.
This will show that dispRq ď 2η, and so dN pX,Y q ď η.
To see this, let z, z1 P R. Note that there are four cases: (1) z, z1 P RX , (2) z, z1 P RY , (3) z P
RX , z
1 P RY , and (4) z P RY , z1 P RX . In the first two cases, the desired inequality follows be-
cause dispϕq,dispψq ď 2η. The inequality follows in cases (3) and (4) because CX,Y pϕ,ψq ď 2η and
CY,Xpψ,ϕq ď 2η, respectively. Thus dN pX,Y q ď η. 
Proof of Proposition 22. It suffices to show that Φ is a simplicial approximation to E|Σ|, i.e. whenever
E|Σ|pxq P |σ| for some vertex x P |Σp1q| and some simplex σ P |Σ|, we also have |Φ|pxq P |σ| [Spa94, §3.4].
Here |σ| denotes the closed simplex of σ; for any simplex σ “ rv0, . . . , vks, this is the collection of formal
convex combinations
řk
i“0 aivi with ai ě 0 for each 0 ď i ď k and
řk
i“0 ai “ 1.
Let x “ řki“0 aiσi be a vertex in |Σp1q|, with each ai ą 0. Then we have E|Σ|pxq “ řki“0 aiBpσiq “řk
i“0 ai
ř
vPσi v{cardpσiq, a vertex in |σk|.
Also we have |Φ|pxq “ řki“0 aiΦpσiq, a vertex in |σk|. Thus Φ is a simplicial approximation to E|Σ|, and
so we have |Φ| » E|Σ|. 
Proof of Proposition 39. Let δ P R. We first claim that Dsiδ pXq “ Dsoδ pXJq. Let σ P Dsiδ pXq. Then there
exists x1 such that ωXpx, x1q ď δ for any x P σ. Thus ωXJpx1, xq ď δ. So σ P Dsoδ pXJq. A similar
argument shows the reverse containment. This proves our claim. Thus for δ ď δ1 ď δ2, we obtain the
following diagram:
Dsiδ pXq Dsiδ1pXq Dsiδ2pXq . . .
Dsoδ pXJq Dsoδ1 pXJq Dsoδ2pXJq . . .
Since the maps Dsiδ Ñ Dsiδ1 , Dsoδ Ñ Dsoδ1 for δ1 ě δ are all inclusion maps, it follows that the diagrams
commute. Thus at the homology level, we obtain, via functoriality of homology, a commutative diagram
of vector spaces where the intervening vertical maps are isomorphisms. By the Persistence Equivalence
Theorem (21), the diagrams Dgmsik pXq and Dgmsok pXJq are equal. By invoking Corollary 20, we obtain
DgmDk pXq “ DgmDk pXJq. 
Proof of Proposition 41. Let δ P R. For notational convenience, we write, for each k P Z`,
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Dsiδ :“ Dsiδ,X Cδk :“ CkpDsiδ,Xq Bδk :“ Bδk : Cδk Ñ Cδk´1
Dsiδ,S :“ Dsiδ,SXpz,z1q C
δ,S
k :“ CkpDsiδ,SXpz,z1qq B
δ,S
k :“ Bδ,Sk : Cδ,Sk Ñ Cδ,Sk´1.
First note that pair swaps do not affect the entry of 0-simplices into the Dowker filtration. More precisely,
for any x P X , we can unpack the definition of Rδ,X (Equation 3) to obtain:
rxs P Dsiδ ðñ ωXpx, xq ď δ ðñ ωz,z
1
X px, xq ď δ ðñ rxs P Dsiδ,S .
Thus for any δ P R, we have Cδ0 “ Cδ,S0 . Since all 0-chains are automatically 0-cycles, we have kerpBδ0q “
kerpBδ,S0 q.
Next we wish to show that impBδ1q “ impBδ,S1 q for each δ P R. Let γ P Cδ1 . We first need to show the
forward inclusion, i.e. that Bδ1pγq P impBδ,S1 q. It suffices to show this for the case that γ is a single 1-simplex
rx, x1s P Dsiδ ; the case where γ is a linear combination of 1-simplices will then follow by linearity. Let
γ “ rx, x1s P Dsiδ for x, x1 P X . Then we have the following possibilities:
(1) x2 P Xztz, z1u is a δ-sink for rx, x1s.
(2) z (or z1) is the only δ-sink for rx, x1s, and x, x1 R tz, z1u.
(3) z (or z1) is the only δ-sink for rx, x1s, and either x or x1 belongs to tz, z1u.
(4) z (or z1) is the only δ-sink for rx, x1s, and both x, x1 belong to tz, z1u.
In cases (1), (2), and (4), the pz, z1q-pair swap has no effect on rx, x1s, in the sense that we still have
rx, x1s P Dsiδ,S . So rx1s ´ rxs “ Bδ1pγq “ Bδ,S1 pγq P impBδ,S1 q. Next consider case (3), and assume for
notational convenience that rx, x1s “ rz, x1s and z1 is the only δ-sink for rz, x1s. By the definition of a
δ-sink, we have ωXpz, z1q ď δ and ωXpx1, z1q ď δ. Notice that we also have:
rz, z1s, rz1, x1s P Dsiδ , with z1 as a δ-sink.
After the pz, z1q-pair swap, we still have ωz,z1X px1, z1q ď δ, but possibly ωz,z
1
X pz, z1q ą δ. So it might be
the case that rz, x1s R Dsiδ,S . However, we now have:
rz1, x1s P Dsiδ,S , with z1 as a δ-sink, and
rz, z1s P Dsiδ,S , with z as a δ-sink.
Then we have:
Bδ1pγq “ Bδ1prz, x1sq “ x1 ´ z “ z1 ´ z ` x1 ´ z1
“ Bδ1prz, z1sq ` Bδ1prz1, x1sq
“ Bδ,S1 prz, z1sq ` Bδ,S1 prz1, x1sq P impBδ,S1 q,
where the last equality is defined because we have checked that rz, z1s, rz1, x1s P Dsiδ,S . Thus impBδ1q Ď
impBδ,S1 q, and the reverse inclusion follows by a similar argument.
Since δ P R was arbitrary, this shows that impBδ1q “ impBδ,S1 q for each δ P R. Previously we had
kerpBδ0q “ kerpBδ,S0 q for each δ P R. It then follows that H0pDsiδ q “ H0pDsiδ,Sq for each δ P R.
Next let δ1 ě δ P R, and for any k P Z`, let f δ,δ1k : Cδk Ñ Cδ
1
k , g
δ,δ1
k : C
δ,S
k Ñ Cδ
1,S
k denote the chain
maps induced by the inclusions Dsiδ ãÑ Dsiδ1 ,Dsiδ,S ãÑ Dsiδ1,S . Since Dsiδ and Dsiδ,S have the same 0-simplices
at each δ P R, we know that f δ,δ10 ” gδ,δ
1
0 .
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Let γ P kerpBδ0q “ kerpBδ,S0 q, and let γ ` impBδ1q P H0pDsiδ q. Then observe that
pf δ,δ10 q#pγ ` impBδ1qq “ f δ,δ
1
0 pγq ` impBδ
1
1 q (f δ,δ
1
0 is a chain map)
“ gδ,δ10 pγq ` impBδ
1
1 q (f δ,δ
1
0 ” gδ,δ
1
0 )
“ gδ,δ10 pγq ` impBδ
1,S
1 q (impBδ
1
1 q “ impBδ
1,S
1 q)
“ pgδ,δ10 q#pγ ` impBδ,S1 qq. (gδ,δ
1
0 is a chain map)
Thus pf δ,δ10 q# “ pgδ,δ
1
0 q# for each δ1 ě δ P R. Since we also have H0pDsiδ q “ H0pDsiδ,Sq for each δ P R,
we can then apply the Persistence Equivalence Theorem (Theorem 21) to conclude the proof. 
APPENDIX B. HIGHER DIMENSIONAL DOWKER PERSISTENCE DIAGRAMS OF CYCLE NETWORKS
The contents of this section rely on results in [AA15] and [AAF`16]. We introduce some minimalistic
versions of definitions from the referenced papers to use in this section. The reader should refer to these
papers for the original definitions.
Given a metric space pM,dM q and m P M , we will write Bpm, εq to denote a closed ε-ball centered at
m, for any ε ą 0. For a subset X Ď M and some ε ą 0, the Cˇech complex of X at resolution ε is defined
to be the following simplicial complex:
CˇpX, εq :“
!
σ Ď X : XxPσBpx, εq ‰ ∅
)
.
In the setting of metric spaces, the Cˇech complex coincides with the Dowker source and sink complexes.
We will be interested in the special case where the underlying metric space is the circle. We write S1 to
denote the circle with unit circumference. Next, for any n P N, we write Xn :“
 
0, 1n ,
2
n , . . . ,
n´1
n
(
to
denote the collection of n equally spaced points on S1 with the restriction of the arc length metric on S1.
Also let Gn denote the n-node cycle network with vertex set Xn (in contrast with Xn, here Gn is equipped
with the asymmetric weights defined in §6.1). The connection between Xn and Dowker complexes of the
cycle networks Gn is highlighted by the following observation:
Proposition 45. Let n P N. Then for any δ P r0, 1s, we have CˇpXn, δ2q “ Dsinδ,Gn .
The scaling factor arises because Gn has diameter „ n, whereas Xn Ď S1 has diameter „ 1{2. This
proposition provides a pedagogical step which helps us transport results from the setting of [AA15] and
[AAF`16] to that of the current paper.
Proof. For δ “ 0, both the Cˇech and Dowker complexes consist of the n vertices, and are equal. Similarly
for δ “ 1, both CˇpXn, 1q and Dsin,Gn are equal to the pn´ 1q-simplex.
Now suppose δ P p0, 1q. Let σ P Dsinδ,Gn . Then σ is of the form r kn , k`1n , . . . , tk`nδun s for some integer
0 ď k ď n ´ 1, where the nδ-sink is tk`nδun and all the numerators are taken modulo n. We claim that
σ P CˇpXn, δ2q. To see this, observe that dS1p kn , tk`nδun q ď δ, and so Bp kn , δ2q XBp tk`nδun , δ2q ‰ ∅. Then we
have σ P Şnδi“0B ´ tk`iun , δ2¯, and so σ P CˇpXn, δ2q.
Now let σ P CˇpXn, δ2q. Then σ is of the form r kn , k`1n , . . . , k`jn s for some integer 0 ď k ď n´ 1, where
j is an integer such that jn ď δ. In this case, we have σ “ Xn Xji“0 B
`
k`i
n , δ
˘
. Then in Gn, after applying
the scaling factor n, we have σ P Dsinδ,Gn , with k`jn as an nδ-sink in Gn. This shows equality of the two
simplicial complexes. 
Theorem 46 (Theorem 3.5, [AAF`16]). Fix n P N, and let 0 ď k ď n´ 2 be an integer. Then,
CˇpXn, k2nq »
#Žn´k´1 S2l if kn “ ll`1 ,
S2l`1 or if ll`1 ă kn ă l`1l`2 ,
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for some l P Z`. Here Ž denotes the wedge sum, and » denotes homotopy equivalence.
Theorem 37 (Even dimension). Fix n P N, n ě 3. If l P N is such that n is divisible by pl ` 1q, and
k :“ nll`1 is such that 0 ď k ď n ´ 2, then DgmD2lpGnq consists of precisely the point p nll`1 , nll`1 ` 1q with
multiplicity nl`1 ´ 1. If l or k do not satisfy the conditions above, then DgmD2lpGnq is trivial.
Proof of Theorem 37. Let l P N be such that pl`1q divides n and 0 ď k ď n´2. ThenDsik,Gn “ CˇpXn, k2nq
has the homotopy type of a wedge sum of pn ´ k ´ 1q copies of S2l, by Theorem 46. Here the equality
follows from Proposition 45. Notice that n ´ k ´ 1 “ nl`1 ´ 1. Furthermore, by another application
of Theorem 46, it is always possible to choose ε ą 0 small enough so that Dsik´ε,Gn “ CˇpXn, k´ε2n q
and Dsik`ε,Gn “ CˇpXn, k`ε2n q have the homotopy types of odd-dimensional spheres. Thus the inclusions
Dsik´ε,Gn Ď Dsik,Gn Ď Dsik`ε,Gn induce zero maps upon passing to homology. It follows that DgmD2lpGnq
consists of the point p nll`1 , nll`1 ` 1q with multiplicity nl`1 ´ 1.
If l P N does not satisfy the condition described above, then there does not exist an integer 1 ď j ď n´2
such that j{n “ l{pl ` 1q. So for each 1 ď j ď n ´ 2, Dsij,Gn “ CˇpXn, j2nq has the homotopy type of
an odd-dimensional sphere by Theorem 46, and thus does not contribute to DgmD2lpGnq. If l satisfies the
condition but k ě n´ 1, then CˇpXn, k2nq is just the pn´ 1q-simplex, hence contractible. 
Theorem 37 gives a characterization of the even dimensional Dowker persistence diagrams of cycle net-
works. The most interesting case occurs when considering the 2-dimensional diagrams: we see that cycle
networks of an even number of nodes have an interesting barcode, even if the bars are all short-lived. For
dimensions 4, 6, 8, and beyond, there are fewer and fewer cycle networks with nontrivial barcodes (in the
sense that only cycle networks with number of nodes equal to a multiple of 4, 6, 8, and so on have nontrivial
barcodes). For a complete picture, it is necessary to look at odd-dimensional persistence diagrams. This is
made possible by the next set of constructions.
We have already recalled the definition of a Rips complex of a metric space. To facilitate the assessment of
the connection to [AA15], we temporarily adopt the notation VRpX, εq to denote the Vietoris-Rips complex
of a metric space pX, dXq at resolution ε ą 0, i.e. the simplicial complex tσ Ď X : diampσq ď εu.
Theorem 47 (Theorem 9.3, Proposition 9.5, [AA15]). Let 0 ă r ă 12 . Then there exists a map Tr :
powpS1q Ñ powpS1q and a map pir : S1 Ñ S1 such that there is an induced homotopy equivalence
VRpTrpXq, 2r1`2r q »ÝÑ CˇpX, rq.
Next suppose X Ď S1 and let 0 ă r ď r1 ă 12 . Then there exists a map η : S1 Ñ S1 such that the following
diagram commutes:
VRpTrpXq, 2r1`2r q VRpTr1pXq, 2r
1
1`2r1 q
CˇpX, rq CˇpX, r1q
η
»pir »pir1
Ď
Theorem 48. Consider the setup of Theorem 47. If CˇpX, rq and CˇpX, r1q are homotopy equivalent, then
the inclusion map between them is a homotopy equivalence.
Before providing the proof, we show how it implies Theorem 38.
Theorem 38 (Odd dimension). Fix n P N, n ě 3. Then for l P N, defineMl :“
!
m P N : nll`1 ă m ă npl`1ql`2
)
.
If Ml is empty, then DgmD2l`1pGnq is trivial. Otherwise, we have:
DgmD2l`1pGnq “
!´
al,
Q
npl`1q
l`2
U¯)
,
where al :“ min tm PMlu . We use set notation (instead of multisets) to mean that the multiplicity is 1.
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Proof of Theorem 38. By Proposition 45 and Theorem 46, we know that Dsik,Gn “ CˇpXn, k2nq » S1 for
integers 0 ă k ă n2 . Let b P N be the greatest integer less than n{2. Then by Theorem 48, we know that
each inclusion map in the following chain is a homotopy equivalence:
Dsi1,Gn Ď . . . Ď Dsib,Gn “ Dsirn{2s´,Gn .
It follows that DgmD1 pGnq “
 `
1,
P
n
2
T˘(
. The notation in the last equality means that Dsib,Gn “ Dsiδ,Gn for
all δ P rb, b` 1q, where b` 1 “ rn{2s.
In the more general case, let l P N and let Ml be as in the statement of the result. Suppose first that Ml
is empty. Then by Proposition 45 and Theorem 46, we know that Dsik,Gn has the homotopy type of a wedge
of even-dimensional spheres or an odd-dimensional sphere of dimension strictly different from p2l` 1q, for
any choice of integer k. Thus DgmD2l`1pGnq is trivial.
Next suppose Ml is nonempty. By another application of Proposition 45 and Theorem 46, we know
that Dsik,Gn “ CˇpXn, k2nq » S2l`1 for integers nll`1 ă k ă npl`1ql`2 . Write al :“ min tm PMlu and
bl :“ max tm PMlu. Then by Theorem 48, we know that each inclusion map in the following chain is a
homotopy equivalence:
Dsial,Gn Ď . . . Ď Dsibl,Gn “ Dsirnpl`1q{pl`2qs´,Gn .
It follows that DgmD2l`1pGnq “
!´
al,
Q
npl`1q
l`2
U¯)
. 
It remains to provide a proof of Theorem 48. For this, we need some additional machinery.
Cyclic maps and winding fractions. We introduce some more terms from [AA15], but for efficiency, we
try to minimize the scope of the definitions to only what is needed for our purpose. Recall that we write S1
to denote the circle with unit circumference. So any x P S1 can be naturally identified with a point in r0, 1q.
We fix a choice of 0 P S1, and for any x, x1 P S1, the length of a clockwise arc from x to x1 is denoted
by
ÝÑ
dS1px, x1q. Then, for any finite subset X Ď S1 and any r P p0, 1{2q, the directed Vietoris-Rips graphÝÑ
VRpX, rq is defined to be the graph with vertex set X and edge set tpx, x1q : 0 ă ÝÑdS1px, x1q ă ru. Next,
let ÝÑG be a Vietoris-Rips graph such that the vertices are enumerated as x0, x1, . . . , xn´1, according to the
clockwise order in which they appear. A cyclic map between ÝÑG and a Vietoris-Rips graph ÝÑH is a map of
vertices f such that for each edge px, x1q P ÝÑG , we have either fpxq “ fpx1q, or pfpxq, fpx1qq P ÝÑH , andřn´1
i“0
ÝÑ
dS1pfpxiq, fpxi`1qq “ 1. Here xn :“ x0.
Next, the winding fraction of a Vietoris-Rips graph ÝÑG with vertex set V pÝÑGq is defined to be the infimum
of numbers kn such that there is an order-preserving map V pÝÑGq Ñ Z{nZ such that each edge is mapped to
a pair of numbers at most k apart. A key property of the winding fraction, denoted wf , is that if there is a
cyclic map between Vietoris-Rips graphs ÝÑG Ñ ÝÑH , then wfpÝÑGq ď wfpÝÑH q.
Theorem 49 (Corollary 4.5, Proposition 4.9, [AA15]). Let X Ď S1 be a finite set and let 0 ă r ă 12 . Then,
VRpX, rq »
#
S2l`1 : l2l`1 ă wfpÝÑVRpX, rqq ă l`12l`3 for some l P Z`,Žj S2l : wfpÝÑVRpX, rqq “ l2l`1 , for some j P N.
Next let X 1 Ď S1 be another finite set, and let r ď r1 ă 12 . Suppose f : ÝÑVRpX, rq Ñ ÝÑVRpX 1, r1q is a cyclic
map between Vietoris-Rips graphs and l2l`1 ă wfpÝÑVRpX, rqq ď wfpÝÑVRpX 1, r1qq ă l`12l`3 . Then f induces
a homotopy equivalence between VRpX, rq and VRpX 1, r1q.
We now have the ingredients for a proof of Theorem 48.
Proof of Theorem 48. Since the maps pir and pir1 induce homotopy equivalences, it follows that
VRpTrpXq, 2r1`2r q » VRpTr1pXq, 2r
1
1`2r1 q.
By the characterization result in Theorem 49, we know that there exists l P Z` such that
l
2l`1 ă wfpÝÑVRpTrpXq, 2r1`2r qq ď wfpÝÑVRpTr1pXq, 2r
1
1`2r1 qq ă l`12l`3 .
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The map η in Theorem 47 appears in [AA15, Proposition 9.5] through an explicit construction. Moreover, it
is shown that η induces a cyclic map wfpÝÑVRpTrpXq, 2r1`2r qq Ñ wfpÝÑVRpTr1pXq, 2r
1
1`2r1 qq. Thus by Theorem
49, η induces a homotopy equivalence between VRpTrpXq, 2r1`2r q and VRpTr1pXq, 2r
1
1`2r1 q. Finally, the
commutativity of the diagram in Theorem 47 shows that the inclusion CˇpX, rq Ď CˇpX, r1q induces a
homotopy equivalence. 
Remark 50. The analogue of Theorem 48 for Cˇech complexes appears as Proposition 4.9 of [AA15] for
Vietoris–Rips complexes. We prove Theorem 48 by connecting Cˇech and Vietoris-Rips complexes using
Proposition 9.5 of [AA15]. However, as remarked in §9 of [AA15], one could prove Theorem 48 directly
using a parallel theory of winding fractions for Cˇech complexes.
